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Abstract
Since the introduction 10 years ago of the dissolution method, Dynamic Nuclear Polar-

ization (DNP) became a widely applied and powerful technique to enhance nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) signals of low naturally abundant, insensitive nuclear spins for analytical

chemistry and biomedical research. The aim of DNP is to obtain a very high degree of polariza-

tion on the nuclei of interest in cryogenic conditions (i.e. 1K ), a hundred or more times higher

than the thermal polarization. Then, trough a fast dissolution process the molecules hosting

the nuclear spins are mixed in a room temperature solution and, since their polarization is

conserved if their relaxation times are long enough, they can be used for in vitro or in vivo

experiments with a SNR enhanced by 104 times or more.

Although the DNP technique was established about 60 years ago, the hardware and

cryogenic equipment needed to perform DNP and the subsequent dissolution, still are a

technological challenge. In this thesis we will cover different DNP aspects, ranging from

hardware installation, software development, solid state measurement, in vitro and in vivo

experiments and a possible application of DNP to MRI studies of granular materials.

A new DNP cryostat was developed and tested to determine its cryogenic performances

and then optimized for fast cooldown, helium holdtime and overall minimal operational

consumption. We will show the characteristics of the cryostat and the performances on

standard operations like cooling and DNP at 1K . Another important aspect the development

tackled was automation. The management of the system was condensed in a single electronic

box capabile to handle the interface with all the cryostat instruments. This box is driven by a

single common USB port trough a custom made software interface we developed. Although a

few manual operations are still needed, we achieved a high degree of automation.

The solid state polarization enhancement ε is defined as the ratio between the DNP

enhanced and the thermal polarization signals. It can be determined by measuring the DNP

enhanced signal after the system stabilizes in the polarized state (i.e. after about 5 buildup

time) and thermal polarization signal after the spins have fully relaxed to equilibrium (i.e.

after about 5T1). As a first application of the new system, we present a method that exploits

the behavior of steady states magnetization produced with trains of evenly spaced pulses, at

constant flip angle. This method allows to precisely determine the thermally polarized signal

of a sample with known T1 and a given flip angle in a small fraction (as low as half of a T1

or less depending on the requested accuracy) of the time needed in the usual "wait 5T1 and

pulse" scheme.

The main drawback of the dissolution DNP is that the large polarization achieved will
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Abstract

ineluctably relax towards its thermal equilibrium value in a few times T1, that for typical
13C labeled molecules is shorter than a minute. On the other hand some nuclei as 6Li and

quaternary 15N show a very long T1 on the order of few minutes in biological conditions,

allowing measurements as long as several minutes.
6Li is very sensitive to contrast agents such as Gd-doped contrast agents, O2 and de-

oxygenated hemoglobin. We studied the effect of the oxygenation of human and rat blood on

the 6Li T1, showing clear changes between oxygenated and de-oxygenated samples. Thus we

showed that 6Li could be used to map blood oxygenation levels in vitro, and suggest possible

in vivo applications, even in brain due to its capability to easily pass the blood brain barrier.
15N labeled choline has a very long 15N T1 and can be used to probe rate of transport or

metabolism in brain. Although it has a long T1, the spectral dispersion between the precursor,

choline, and its metabolites is very small. The spectral dispersion is much larger for 1H spins

and thus being able to partially transfer repeatedly the 15N to 1H before detection would

greatly increase the spectral separation between metabolites while still being able to measure

the time course of the metabolic process, which is not the case with a full transfer like with

INEPT.

We demonstrate that a Hartmann–Hahn polarization transfer can be used to partially transfer

the hyperpolarization of 15N to surrounding 1H before detection on 1H . This method can

then be applied to in vivo DNP experiments.

Even with a very high signal it is very difficult to quantify metabolites that are very close

in the NMR spectrum, compared to the actual in vivo linewidth. To improve the spectral

resolution it is worth performing the experiments in high magnetic fields. We show the first in

vivo rat muscle DNP measurement of acetate at 14.1T , to resolve e.g. the glutamate peak from

acetate substrate.

Finally we discuss a segmentation algorithm used to precisely reconstruct granular sam-

ples composed of up to 104 spheres. We used a standard Gradient Echo imaging sequence on

a Siemens 7T MRI human scanner to obtain high resolution images of a phantom composed

of a cylinder filled with Cu2+ doped water and plastic spheres. Then the 3D images where

segmented trough a thresholded Hugh transform method and the beads centers determined.

The datasets were studied to extract structural and geometrical information.

keywords: dissolution dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP), cryogenics and hardware for DNP,

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), solid state polarization enhancement, in vivo magnetic

resonance spectroscopy (MRS), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Granular Materials (GM).
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Riassunto
Negli ultimi 60 anni, la Dissolution Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) è diventata una

potente tecnica per amplificare il segnale di risonanza magnetica nucleare (NMR) originato da

nuclei poco abbondanti o con scarsa sensitività per la chimica analitica e la ricerca biomedica

Lo scopo della DNP è quello di ottenere un’elevata polarizzazione dei nuclei di interesse

in condizioni criogeniche (i.e. 1K ), centinaia o più volte quella ottenibile termicamente.

Quindi, attraverso un rapido processo di dissoluzione il campione può essere trasferito in una

soluzione a temperatura ambiente, conservando la polarizzazione, ed usato per esperimenti

in vitro o in vivo, con un incremento di SNR dell’ordine di 104.

Nonostante la tecnica sia stata sviluppata da molto tempo, l’hardware e la criogenia

necessari per la DNP e la dissoluzione sono ancora una sfida tecnologica. In questa tesi

verranno trattati vari aspetti della DNP, dall’installazione hardware, sviluppo software, misure

in stato solido, esperimenti in vitro ed in vivo fino a possibili applicazioni della DNP allo studio

tramite MRI di sistemi granulari.

Un nuovo criostato per la DNP è stato sviluppato e testato per determinarne le perfor-

mance criogeniche e quindi ottimizzato in termini di velocità di raffreddamento, tempo di

stoccaggio dell’elio liquido e consumo globale. Verranno presentate le caratteristiche del

criostato e le sue performance in operazioni standard come raffreddamento e polarizzazione

a 1K . Un altro importante aspetto trattato riguarda l’automazione. La gestione del sistema è

stata condensata in un singolo controller, interfacciato con tutti gli strumenti del criostato. Il

controller è a sua volta interfacciato ad un PC, tramite una comune porta USB, e controllato

attraverso un’interfaccia software sviluppata ad hoc. Nonostante alcune operazioni manuali

siano ancora necessarie, il grado di automazione ottenuto è molto elevato.

L’incremento di polarizzazione in stato solido ε è definito come il rapporto tra la polariz-

zazione del sistema iperpolarizzato e quella del sistema in equilibrio termico. ε può essere

determinato dalla misura del segnale iperpolarizzato, dopo che il sistema ha avuto il tempo

di stabilizzarsi nello stato stazionario (i.e. dopo 5 tempi caratteristici di buildup) e il segnale

polarizzato termicamento dopo che gli spin si sono completamente rilassati all’equilibrio

(i.e. dopo 5T1). Come prima applicazione del nuovo sistema, presentiamo un metodo che

sfrutta il comportamento degli stati stazionari di magnetizzazione ottenuti con serie di impulsi

ugualmente spaziati, a flip angle costante. Questo metodo consente, conoscendo T1 e flip

angle, di determinare precisamente il segnale polarizzato termicamente, in una frazione di T1.

Il maggior inconveniente della DNP consiste nel fatto che la grande polarizzazione pro-

dotta rilassa verso lo stato di equilibrio termico in pochi T1, che per tipiche molecole marcate
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Riassunto

13C è minore di un minuto. D’altro canto alcuni nuclei come 6Li e 15N quaternari posseggo-

no T1 molto lunghi, dell’ordine di alcuni minuti in condizioni biologiche, consentendo un

periodo di misura dell’ordine di 10 minuti o più.
6Li è molto sensibile ad agenti di contrasto quali Gd , O2 e deossiemoglobina. Abbiamo

studiato l’effetto dell’ossigenazione di sangue e plasma, sia umani che di ratto, sul T1 del
6Li , mostrando chiari cambiamenti tra campiono ossigenati e deossigenati. In questo modo

abbiamo mostrato che con il 6Li è possibile mappare i livelli di ossigenazione in vitro, e sug-

gerito possibili applicazioni in vivo anche nel cervello grazie alla sua capacità di attraversare

facilmente la blood brain barrier.

La colina marcata con 15N esibisce un T1 molto lungo e può essere usata per l’osserva-

zione dei rate di trasporto o del metabolismo nel cervello. Anche se il T1 è molto lungo, la

dispersione spettrale in 15N dei metaboliti originati dalla colina è molto limitato. D’altra parte

la dispersione spettrale dei 1H è molto più elevata; perciò potendo trasferire parzialmente e ri-

petutamente la polarizzazione dai 15N ai 1H si incrementerebbe notevolmente la separazione

spettrale dei metaboliti.

Mostreremo una tecnica basata sul trasferimento di polarizzazione Hartmann–Hahn, per

trasferire parzialmente l’iperpolarizzazione dei 15N ai 1H circostanti, prima dell’acquisizione

su 1H . Questo metodo può quindi essere applicato ad esperimenti DNP in vivo.

Anche con un segnale molto alto la quantificazione dei metaboliti molto vicini nello spet-

tro in rapporto alla loro larghezza di linea in vivo, può rivelarsi molto difficile. Per migliorare

la risoluzione spettrale è utile utilizzare campi più elevati per gli esperimenti. Mostreremo le

prime misure DNP in vivo in muscoli di ratto, utilizzando acetato iperpolarizzato, per risolvere

ad esempio il picco del gluttammato dal substrato di acetato.

In conclusione verrà discusso un algoritmo di segmentazione utilizzato per la precisa

ricostruzione di campioni granulari composti da 104∼5 sfere. Si è utilizzata una sequenza di

Gradient Echo Imaging su uno scanner umano Siemens per MRI a 7T per ottenere immagini

ad alta risoluzione di un phantom composto da un cilidro riempito di una soluzione acquosa

di Cu2+ e sfere di plastica. Dopodichè le immagini 3D sono state segmentate attraverso un

metodo basato sulla trasformata di Hough ed i centri delle sfere determinati. I dataset sono

stati quindi analizzati per estrarre informazioni geometriche e strutturali.

Parole chiave: Dissolution Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP), criogenia e hardware per

DNP, Risonanza Magnetica Nucleare (NMR), incremento di polarizzazione in stato solido, in

vivo Spettroscopia in Risonanza Magnetica (MRS), Imaging in Risonanza Magnetica (MRI),

Materiali Granulari (GM).
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Introduction

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS) are

non-invasive techniques based on Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and widely used in

medicine for acquiring anatomic and metabolic information about diseased tissues. 1H , a

spin 1/2 element with the largest nuclear gyromagnetic ratio γ among naturally abundant

elements, is the nucleus of choice for in vivo NMR. This choice is mainly due to two reasons:

the first is the large γ, producing high signal intensities and the second is its high natural

isotopic (99.99%) and biological (63% for human) abundance. However, 1H spectra are

often limited by the strong water signal that can cover them of metabolites in exam, and the

relatively small spectral dispersion of metabolites due to the narrow resonance frequency

range. 13C , 15N and 31P , are biologically relevant spin 1/2 nuclei involved in a wide range of

metabolic processes. Their γ is substantially lower than that of 1H and their natural isotopic

and biological abundance is very low. These characteristics causes a relatively low NMR

sensitivity on one hand, but little MRS and MRI background signals on the other hand. How

to efficiently improve the MR sensitivity of these nuclei recently became a very important field

of research, in particular in the context of metabolic studies.

The Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) method, based on the saturation of the Elec-

tron Spin Resonance (ESR) transition of free radicals to transfer the unpaired electron spin

polarization to the surrounding nuclear spins in solid samples, was theoretically and experi-

mentally studied since the 1970s to produce polarized targets for nuclear and particle physics

research. Large polarizations were observed not only for proton but also for deuteron, lithium

and other nuclei. Recently, a novel technique consisting in the dissolution of DNP enhanced

solid samples from pumped liquid helium temperature (i.e. about 1K ), to obtain a nuclear

spin polarization up to four orders of magnitude larger than the room-temperature thermal

polarization in liquids, was applied to MRS and MRI. It became a prominent technique not

only for chemical analysis but also for visualizing in vivo the bio-distribution of hyperpolarized

substrates and their downstream metabolites. The intrinsic limitation of the technique is

the finite life time of the hyperpolarized state of the molecule, which is determined by the

longitudinal relaxation time T1 of the nuclei of interest.

The hyperpolarized state cannot be recovered once the magnetization is destroyed for the

measurement and therefore, although it is very intense, the signal is only available for a limited

amount of time.
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The strategy to improve dissolution DNP consists in finding biologically relevant substrates

containing long T1 nuclear spins, maximizing their polarization and speed up the in vivo

injection process, minimizing the losses during the transfer.

Furthermore, the use of MRS scanner at high magnetic field for in vivo applications, exploits

the increased spectral resolution, with respect to lower field, to resolve peaks spectrally very

close to each other or to the substrate resonance.

In the EPFL laboratories, DNP prepolarizers1;2 have been coupled to a high field MRI

scanner3 and used to efficiently polarize samples at fields of 3.35T , 5T 4 and above. These

designs however often necessitate experienced operators and manual interaction to control

the cryogenic part, as well as the dissolution. Due to the availability of a commercial setup

(Oxford instruments™, Hypersense™) not many efforts were made on easing the use of these

research polarizer designs. Furthermore, none of these setups has been used to perform in

vitro or in vivo experiments at MRI scanner fields above 9.4T.

Scope of the thesis

The first aim of this work was the development, optimization, automation and instal-

lation of a new dissolution DNP prepolarizer (in the CIBM-EPFL laboratories and in other

collaborating laboratories located abroad in universities in Europe and the United States of

America) and to couple it to a Varian 14.1T rodent MRI/MRS scanner. Afterward, several appli-

cations of the dissolution DNP technique were developed and applied to perform solid-state

and in vitro and in vivo studies.

Chapter 1 provides a general introduction to NMR starting from nuclear spin characteris-

tics, dynamics and basics of NMR experiments. Then it continues with an introduction about

various DNP mechanisms and methodologies. Finally, a brief discussion on different methods

for common NMR measurement related to dissolution DNP is presented.

In Chapter 2 all development steps and tests made prior to utilization of the prepolarizer

are described. In the beginning, a comprehensive description of the cryogenic and dissolution

hardware and their properties is given, followed by a brief description of the basic cryogenic

procedures that are routinely performed during the use of the cryostat. The results of the

cryogenics tests are then presented with a detailed discussion on how the operational param-

eters were optimized. The results show that the new design has the capability to be cooled

faster from room temperature, and at the beginning of each activity period, to liquid helium

temperature with respect to the previous design5.

In the related Appendix A, an overview of the electronic hardware interface and the software

GUI used for managing the different procedures is given. Finally the cryogenic and dissolution

procedures, both on hardware and software side, are discussed in detail.

The aim of Chapter 3 is to present an innovative measurement scheme that will allow to

rapidly and reliably measure the DNP enhancement in the prepolarizer in a very short amount

2
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of time compared to usual schemes. Initially a brief overview of a typical solid-state DNP

experiment to determine the polarization enhancement in case of high thermal signal SNR

is presented. Then we calculate the magnetization evolution towards steady state created

by constant flip angle pulses evenly spaced in time and show how to rapidly perform coil

calibration and measure the relaxation time T1. Then we introduce our method: it is based

on the knowledge of the longitudinal relaxation time T1 and the exact flip angle θ used for

the measurement to rapidly create and measure magnetization steady states that can then be

linked to the real thermally polarized signal.

The advantages of this method are the dramatic reduction of the measurement time (down to

a fraction of T1, which compares advantageously to the typical 5T1 before the system relaxes

to thermal equilibrium), the possibility to tune the measurement time depending on the

required precision and the possibility to use identical low flip angles for both hyperpolarized

and thermal signals measurement. Finally, applications of this method to carboxyl 13C in

common biomolecules and to 129X e exhibiting long relaxation times are shown.

In the related Appendix B, we give detailed calculations of magnetization steady states and the

optimal strategy to obtain a steady state starting from a saturated system. Finally, we discuss

the dependence of the overall measurement time on the chosen flip angle.

In Chapter 4 an in vitro dissolution DNP application for molecular imaging is presented.

It has been recently shown that 6Li can be hyperpolarized in aqueous solution of 6LiC l and

that, thanks to its long T1, hyperpolarized 6Li is very sensitive to paramagnetic agents even

at very low concentration6. This characteristic makes 6Li a perfect candidate for probing in

vivo oxygenation levels of blood. To assess the feasibility of this method, we measured in vitro

the T1 difference between oxygenated and de-oxygenated, human and rat, blood and plasma

samples. Due to their biological nature, blood and plasma samples show a high variability in

their relaxivity effect on 6Li , independently of the oxygenation level. Furthermore, the quality

of the dissolution itself can affect the very long 6Li T1. These two aspects rise difficulties in

comparing different experiments, even on the same sample. To limit this variability, we devel-

oped a coil and NMR tubes support that allowed to simultaneously measure the relaxation

time of an oxygenated and a de-oxygenated sample together with a reference D2O sample,

using the same hyerpolarized solution. We observed that although the variability between two

successive measurement is quite high, the difference between the same sample, oxygenated

and de-oxygenated, measured in exactly the same conditions, are quite reproducible. These

results demonstrate the potentialities of 6LiC l as an in vivo oxygenation probe to study e.g.

tumors in rat brain with dissolution DNP on a timescale much longer than usual 13C labeled

molecules.

In Chapter 5 we show the preparatory work for another in vivo dissolution DNP ap-

plication on 15N labeled choline. The very long T1 of the quaternary 15N in this molecule

makes it ideal for dissolution DNP applications, especially in its deuterated form. Despite

that, the spectral resolution of 15N choline metabolites is very low, preventing from a good

metabolic characterization of choline products for in vitro and in vivo metabolic applications.

To overcome this limitation, a method for partial polarization transfer using Hartmann-Hahn

3
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polarization transfer is presented.

In this method the 15N is used as a polarization reservoir, while the detection is performed

on 1H , after the partial polarization transfer, granting a much higher spectral resolution. In

the related Appendix C we propose a method to use the Hartmann-hahn partial polarization

transfer to obtain a constant substrate signal in all the sequential time course acquisition.

In Chapter 6, the first in vitro dissolution DNP experiment on a phantom in a Varian

14.1T horizontal bore MRI/MRS scanner using 113C -acetate substrate will be presented. We

will first present the dissolution setup and the details of the hardware coupling to the 14.1T

scanner. Then the calibrations to optimize the dissolution procedure will be shown. Then the

first in vitro results of polarization enhancement, measured inside the infusion pump before

the injection, will be shown.

Chapter 7 is dedicated to an uncommon use of MRI to study Granular Materials. Granular

Materials are complex systems composed of a large number of particles interacting mainly

via contact forces. Experimentally, granular systems show a rich and complex behavior7–9.

Studying their structure is a key feature to understand their properties. First, we present the

samples we studied: a granular system composed of mm sized plastic spheres soaked in a

cylinder filled with a Cu2+ doped water solution. Then we show the MRI acquisition details

to obtain high resolution images through a standard Gradient Echo imaging sequence in a

Siemens 7T MRI human scanner with a volume coil designed to accommodate a human head.

Afterward we present our method, based on a thresholded real space Hough transform on

the full 3D images, to determine with very high precision the beads centers. The results are

then discussed with the used data analysis methods. Finally a proposal on how DNP could be

applied to this technique is discussed.
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1 NMR and Dissolution DNP

Abstract

NMR is a technique used to probe and study the magnetic properties of molecules. It is

non-invasive in the sense that it does not damage the measured sample and can be applied

to solid-state, liquid-state and in vivo. After the introduction of the Fourier transform to the

temporal responses of the nuclear spins after RF excitation pulses, the capabilities to extract

information about the environment and the chemical structure of molecules from frequency

spectra has increased leading to have NMR as a powerful tool especially in medicine where

structural and metabolic information can be obtained in vivo without harm to the patient.

The main drawback of conventional pulsed NMR is that the signal intensity depends on the

thermal polarization of the nuclear spins, that is very small at ambient temperature and

common NMR fields. Dissolution DNP is a powerful technique that allows to produce liquid

state solutions with very high nuclear spin polarizations, on the order of tens of a percent.

DNP can lead to dramatic enhancements of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of insensitive

nuclear spins with low gyromagnetic ratio and natural isotopic abundance. An introduction

to the basics of pulsed NMR and DNP mechanisms is given in this chapter.
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Chapter 1. NMR and Dissolution DNP

1.1 Spin properties

Spin properties and states

NMR probes the magnetic properties of molecules through the intrinsic nuclear angular

momentum Ĵ of their nuclei. The momentum rises from the combination of the nuclear spin

wave function of protons and neutrons, and their orbital wave function. Ĵ can be expressed as:

Ĵ = Î ·~ (1.1)

where ~ is the Dirac’s constant, and Î is the total nuclear spin momentum. The spin quantum

number I , measurable quantity of Î , is a positive integer (possibly zero) for nuclei with an even

number of nucleons and a half integer (never zero) for nuclei with odd number of nucleons.

This comes from the properties of the spin wave functions. The magnetic quantum number,

mI can be used to represent the spin state. mI can range between −I to I in steps of 1. All

nuclei in the periodic table can be categorized into three main types according to their total

spin number:

a) Non-magnetic nuclei with I = 0. These nuclei cannot be probed by NMR;

b) Pure dipolar nuclei I = 1/2;

c) Nuclei exhibiting quadrupolar or higher moments with I > 1/2.

The categorization to separate I = 1/2 from other nuclei, comes from the observation that the

quadrupolar moment of the latter usually leads to very short relaxation times T1. This makes

them less interesting for dissolution DNP, for which a sufficiently long liquid state relaxation

time is necessary.

Table 1.1 shows all NMR nuclei that will be discussed in this thesis.

Nucleus Net spin γ [MHz/T] N.A. [%]

1H 1/2 42.58 99.985
2H 1 6.54 0.015
6Li 1 6.27 7.42
13C 1/2 10.71 1.11
15N 1/2 -4.32 0.37

129X e 1/2 -11.84 75.1

Table 1.1: Total spin, gyromagnetic ratio γ and natural abundance of the nuclear isotopes
treated in this thesis.
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1.1. Spin properties

A nuclear spin with angular momentum~J posses a magnetic moment~µ defined as:

~µ= γ~J = ~γ~I . (1.2)

where γ is the characteristic gyromagnetic ratio of the spin. The gyromagnetic ratio is an

intrinsic property of a particle with spin and can assume very different values (as an example,

electrons have a gyromagnetic ratio 658 times larger than 1H). Gyromagnetic ratios of nuclei

of interest in this thesis are shown in table 1.1.

For isolated spins, neglecting relaxation effects, a classical approach to the dynamics in

magnetic fields can be used. If we consider the magnetic moment~µ of a spin, placed in an

external magnetic field ~B0 and not parallel to it,~µ starts to precess around ~B0. The precession

can be described as:

d~µ

d t
= γ(~µ×~B0) (1.3)

The solution of equation 1.3 gives a circular trajectory for the spin magnetization perpendicular

to ~B0 with frequency

ω0 = γB0 (1.4)

where ω0, the precession frequency is also called Larmor frequency.

From a quantum mechanical point of view, the spin energy levels of a spin I = 1/2 or a

spin I > 1/2 with a negligible quadrupolar moment are degenerate in the absence of a magnetic

field. The application of ~B0 produces an energy difference between levels with different mI ,

removing the degeneracy and creating 2I +1 energy separated levels. This energy splitting is

called Zeeman effect. The possible energy levels are related to the magnetic quantum number

mI through the relation:

Em =−~γB0mI . (1.5)

with an energy gap between neighbor energy levels of:

∆E = ~γB0 = ~ω0 (1.6)
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Since the only allowed first order spin transitions are them with ∆mI =±1, the difference

between neighbor levels in equation 1.6 gives the NMR resonance frequency, in analogy with

the classical Larmor frequency, at which the nuclei can be observed.

Populations and polarization

Spins with I = 1/2 have only two available states with mI =±1/2. These states are named

"up" or "down" with respect to the quantization direction of ~B0. These levels are separated

by an energy difference of ~γB0. At thermal equilibrium, although spin transitions due to

fluctuations continuously take place, the average population ratio between the two spin states

stays constant. As for nuclear spins ω0 ¿ kT in all the conditions examined in this thesis, we

can assume that populations on both energy levels follow Boltzmann distribution such that:

N− 1
2

N 1
2

= e−
∆E
kT (1.7)

where N represent the population of the state in exam. T is the sample temperature and k is

the Boltzmann constant. To relate the amount of population asymmetry we can define the

polarization P as:

P =
N 1

2
−N− 1

2

N 1
2
+N− 1

2

=
1−

N− 1
2

N 1
2

1+
N− 1

2
N 1

2

= tanh
~γB0

2kT
(1.8)

for I = 1/2 nuclei and as:

P = N1 −N−1

N1 +N0 +N−1
= 2sinh ~γB0

kT

1+2cosh ~γB0

kT

(1.9)

for I = 1 nuclei as for example 6Li .

This quantity reflects the spin states population and is also proportional to the NMR

signal.

These expressions are valid only as long as the Boltzmann distribution holds. A zero polariza-

tion means an equal population among the levels. |P | = 1 corresponds to a case in which all

the spins are on one of the maximum or minimum energy levels. P > 0 describes a system with

higher population on the lower energy level and conversely if P < 0 the upper level is more

populated. At thermal equilibrium P > 0 always. Note that the direction of the nuclear spin
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1.1. Spin properties

magnetization at thermal equilibrium with respect to ~B0 depends on the sign of γ: a positive γ

represents nuclei with lower energy states if ~B0 ·~µ> 0 and thus nuclei tends to align their spin

parallel and in the same direction as ~B0. In the following we discuss only the properties of

polarization for I = 1/2 nuclei. The same results can be qualitatively applied as well to I > 1/2

nuclei.

Figure 1.1: Scaled Boltzmann spin population distribution at thermal equilibrium for 13C and
transition induced by a quantum of energy ~ω= ~γB0.

In Figure 1.1 the degeneracy produced by a field B0 is depicted with a scale representation

of average energy level population for 13C at room temperature and 9.4T . The quantum of

energy ~ω excites the spins inducing transitions. Only the small difference in population

between levels can be used to produce a non-zero variation of magnetization perpendicular

to ~B0 and generating NMR signal.

In the frame of the high-temperature approximation (~γB0

2kT ¿ 1), the polarization can be

simplified as:

P = tanh
~γB0

2kT
≈ ~γB0

2kT
(1.10)

The thermal equilibrium polarization depends fundamentally on three factors:

- the gyromagnetic ratio γ of the particle;

- the external field ~B0;

- the sample temperature T .

Table 1.2 shows the very low thermal polarization achieved by nuclei in normal MRI/MRS

scanner conditions. The last columns shows that decreasing temperature to 1K (common

dissolution DNP condition during the solid-state DNP procedure), the polarization of nuclei

increases dramatically and in case of electrons almost reaches unity.
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Particle γ [ M H z
T ] RT 9.4T [ppm P ] 1K 5T [% P ]

e− -28’024 21’067 [2.1%] 99.76
1H 42.58 32.01 0.5109
2H 6.54 4.92 0.0785
6Li 6.27 6.28 0.1003
13C 10.71 8.05 0.1285
15N -4.32 3.25 0.0518

129X e -11.84 8.90 0.1421

Table 1.2: List of thermal polarization of electrons and different nuclear species in common
MRI conditions and in common DNP conditions.

1.2 Pulsed NMR

In Section 1.1 we discussed the behavior of nuclear spins and their magnetization in an

external magnetic field at thermal equilibrium before defining the concept of polarization.

What NMR is sensitive to, is the total magnetization ~M given by the sum of all the nuclear spin

~µ. Due to the low polarization in normal NMR conditions, even if the total number of nuclei

in a sample is huge, the net magnetization is very small. This is the reason why, compared to

other spectroscopic methods, NMR is considered an insensitive technique.

Unlike current or voltage which are usually measured directly, in our case magnetization

is measured indirectly according to Maxwell equations:

∇×~E = −∂~B
∂t

∇× ~H = ~J0 − ∂~D
∂t

(1.11)

The variations of magnetic field ~B across a surface, generates an electric field ~E used to induce

a current in a closed loop, for example the RF coil in NMR measurements. On the other hand

a variable electric displacement field ~D in the RF coil, generates magnetic field ~H around it.

The basic idea of NMR is to perturb the thermal equilibrium state of a spin system and

measure the alternative magnetic field signals generated in the sample. The maximal NMR

signal is detected when the detecting surface of the coil of the resonant circuit, is perpendicular

to the derivative of the magnetic flux originated by the spins precession, meaning parallel to

the B0 field.

The simplest NMR experiment can be schematically described as follows:

- an alternative current pulse, with frequency close to the resonance frequency of the

nucleus ωRF , is sent in the coil for a defined time; this current induces an alternative

magnetic field ~B1 in a volume defined by the coil geometry. ~B1 induces a rotation around
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1.2. Pulsed NMR

Figure 1.2: Classical schematics of the magnetization excitation (left) and NMR signal detection
of the voltage induced in the coil by the precessing magnetization tilted by a flip angle θ about
B0 (right). Conventionally B0 lies on the z axis, the coil is perpendicular to the x axis, producing
an alternative field B1 parallel to x, and magnetization vector is rotated on the y z plane.

the coil axis of the nuclear magnetization of the spins with resonance frequency close to

ωRF ; the rotation or "flip" angle achieved depends on the pulse length and power; for

the present example we assume that at the end of the pulse the magnetization lies in

the plane perpendicular to ~B0;

- the nuclear magnetization, precessing about ~B0, induces a current in the coil; this

current is the sum of the currents generated by the precession of all the excited spins

at their own specific ω0. Analyzing the measured current gives information about the

environment of the nuclear spins.

Figure 1.2 schematically represents the classical picture for system excitation (left) and

the following measurement of the voltage induced in the coil (green) by the spin precessing

about the B0 field. For convenience we define the Z axis parallel to the magnetic field ~B0 and

we place the RF coil loop with axis parallel to the X axis.

The intensity of the measured NMR signal, other than on the total sample magnetization,

depends also on the resonant circuit characteristics and on the RF coil sensitivity.

Rotating frame

The spins precession frequency around ~B0 is given by the Larmor frequencyω0. Knowing

that frequency, it is useful to introduce a new reference frame called the rotating frame. This

new frame is rotating about the Z axis of the laboratory frame at constant speed. The rotating

frequency of the new frame is set to the excitation pulse frequency, ωRF , close to the nuclei

resonance frequency ω0. In this frame the intensity of the effective ~B0 is greatly reduced,

eventually vanishing if the offset frequencyΩ=ωRF −ω0 is exactly zero. Combined with the
~B1 field created by the RF coil, the effective magnetic field ~Be f f acting on the spins in the
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Chapter 1. NMR and Dissolution DNP

rotating frame is given by:

Be f f =
√

B 2
1 +

(
Ω

γ

)2

(1.12)

In the rotating frame B1 and Beff are both static. IfΩ= 0, Beff = B1 and it is perpendicular to
~B0. This case is called on-resonance and produces, in the rotating frame, a rotation of the

magnetization vector about the B1 field with frequency ω1 = γB1.

Effect of RF pulses

To quantitatively obtain a perturbation on a spin ensemble, RF pulses are used in NMR.

An on-resonance RF pulse described as ~B1 (t ) = ~B1 ·sinω0t applied in a resonant coil surround-

ing the sample in exam, creates an alternative ~B1 (t ) field that rotates the magnetization by an

angle θ. θ is called rotating angle or flip angle. For a square shaped pulse, θ is given by:

θ =−γ · ∣∣~B1
∣∣ ·τP (1.13)

where τP is the RF pulse length. ~B1, the field intensity, accounts for the pulse power and

the coil characteristics. Increasing the pulse length τP , the flip angle increases linearly. The

intensity of the detectable NMR signal corresponds to the magnetization component projected

on the XY plane, given by (see figure 1.2):

MX Y = M0 sinθ (1.14)

The NMR signal intensity is thus maximized when θ = (
n + 1

2

)
π and zero when θ = nπ with n

integer. The exact knowledge of the flip angle used, especially in complex pulse sequences,

makes very important a careful calibration before each experiment.

NMR signal and Fourier transform

RF coils detect the derivative of spin magnetization dynamics in the x y plane. After an

RF pulse, the detected NMR signal in the transverse plane oscillates with a frequency ofω0 and

decreases exponentially to zero after a characteristic time T ∗
2 . This decay is due to transverse

relaxation processes and magnetic field inhomogeneities. This oscillation decay measurement

is called Free Induction Decay (FID).

This FID f (t ) is not a perfectly single decay but in fact it is the superposition of the
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1.2. Pulsed NMR

oscillations of many different nuclei, eventually having slightly different oscillation frequencies

due to the different magnetic environment they are embedded in. These frequency differences

are caused by different reasons, namely the different chemical shifts, the magnetic spin-spin

interaction (scalar and dipolar couplings), and others.

Fourier transforming F (ω) the FID f (t ) it is possible to separate, in the frequency domain,

the signals arising from nuclei with different ω0:

F (ω) =
∫ ∞

−∞
f (t )exp(−iωt )d t (1.15)

with

Re[F (ω)] = ∫ ∞
−∞ Re[ f (t )]cos(−iωt )+ Im[ f (t )]sin(−iωt )d t

Im[F (ω)] = ∫ ∞
−∞ Im[ f (t )]cos(−iωt )+Re[ f (t )]sin(−iωt )d t

(1.16)

The NMR hardware allows to simultaneously measure both real and imaginary parts of the

FID, using a quadrature phase detector. The line-width of each single Fourier-transformed

signal is related to both the field inhomogeneity and to the intrinsic transverse relaxation

processes.

It is important to note that:

- the pulse used can excite only nuclei resonating at frequency close to ωRF ; a rough

estimation of the nuclei that can be excited is given by ωRF −∆P < ωnuc < ωRF +∆P

where ∆P = 1
2τP

and τP is the pulse length;

- the acquired signal covers only a window of frequencies centered at ωRF , ∆A = 1
2δA

wide

where δA is the time resolution of the acquisition.

Chemical shift

The chemical shift depends on the chemical and electronic structure of the molecules

in which the examined nuclear spins are embedded. It is defined as the frequency difference

between the NMR signal of a given reference, resonating at ω0, and the actual frequency of the

nuclei in exam, resonating at ω. Giving it in relative units makes this quantity independent of

B0. The chemical shift is defined as:

δ= ω−ω0

ω0
·106ppm (1.17)
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Tetramethylsilane (TMS) is used as ω0 reference for both 1H and 13C .

The frequency separation of signals arising from nuclei at different chemical shift, increases

linearly with the magnetic field.

Chemical shift is caused by local magnetic field distortions produced by the electrons in

orbitals close to the nuclear spins. Chemical shift are the basic tool of NMR spectroscopy to

analyze samples chemical composition.

Spin dynamics and relaxation

After the RF pulse has been applied to excite the spin ensemble, the system tends to relax

to its thermal equilibrium state defined by Boltzmann equations in equations 1.8 and 1.9. The

spin magnetization evolution can be described with a semi-classical approach in the rotating

frame using Bloch equations 1 as follows:

d

d t
~M(t ) = γ · ~M(t )×~B(t )+R · (~M(t )− ~M0) (1.18)

where ~B(t ) = (~B1cos(ω0t ),~B1si n(ω0t ),~B0) is the magnetic field vector and the relaxation ma-

trix is defined as:

R =

1/T2 0 0

0 1/T2 0

0 0 1/T1

 (1.19)

where T1 and T2 are the longitudinal and transverse relaxation time, respectively.

Solving the differential Bloch equations, in absence of ~B1, we obtain:

MZ (t ) = M0(1−e−t/T1 )+MZ (t0)e−t/T1

MX ,Y (t ) = MX ,Y (t0)e−t/T2

(1.20)

where MX ,Y and MZ are the transverse and longitudinal magnetization, respectively.

Analyzing equations 1.20, we can state that T1 corresponds to the characteristic time needed

by the spins to relax to their thermal equilibrium. Similarly T2 is the characteristic time relative

to the magnetization dephasing in the XY plane. As MX Y (t) and MZ (t) can be indirectly

measured by NMR, the measurements are used to determine T1 and T2 through the Bloch

equations. In this work we mainly focused on T1 and total thermal equilibrium magnetization

measurements. Various methods used for samples measurements are presented in section 1.6.
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Relaxation mechanisms

The BPP (Bloemberg-Purcell-Pound) theory 2 first explained the NMR relaxation mecha-

nisms. It studies how motion of spins is influenced by the environment stochastic fluctuations.

The longitudinal relaxation, also called spin-lattice relaxation, originates from the random

roto-vibrations of the lattice, causing random oscillating magnetic fields at the nuclear spin

sites. The resulting longitudinal, or T1, relaxation is a reorientation of the nuclear spin parallel

to the static magnetic field ~B0 with populations governed by the Boltzmann distribution.

The transverse relaxation causes the loss of coherence in the transverse plane. It is caused by

the spin-spin interactions that randomly change the phase of each single spin, decreasing the

net magnetization precessing around B0. The initial coherent motion of the spins is progres-

sively lost and finally the net magnetization MX Y in the XY plane vanishes. The transverse

relaxation time T2 is always longer than the measured FID relaxation time T ∗
2 , the latter being

also affected by field inhomogeneities. In usual conditions T2 < T1.

The starting point of the mechanics of relaxation lies on the definition of a fluctuation

spectral density function J (ω) that accounts for the intensity of random noise fluctuation at a

certain frequency ω. J (ω) is defined as:

J (ω) = τc

1+ω2τc2 (1.21)

where τc is the random motions characteristic correlation time. For a homonuclear spin I = 1
2

system the longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates are:

R1
1

T1
= K [J (ω0)+4J (2ω0)]

R2
1

T2
= K

2 [3J (0)+5J (ω0)+2J (2ω0)]
(1.22)

where K represents a constant related to the spin species and the average distance r between

two spins. K is given by:

K =
(µ0

4π

)2
· 3~2γ4

10r 6 . (1.23)

Equations 1.22 can describe several situations:

a) if the correlation time is extremely short ω0
2τc

2 ¿ 1, then T2 ≈ T1;

b) if the correlation time is long enough to have ω0
2τc

2 À 1, then T2 ¿ T1;

c) in between these cases we have a range of τc in which T1 reaches a minimum, but T2
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monotonically decreases with increasing τc . This is because of the J (0) term absent in

the T1 expression.

The more important interactions leading to relaxation processes are related to param-

agnetic species, dipolar interaction, and chemical shift anisotropy. These mechanisms are

described in detail in literature 2–4.

1.3 Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP)

The NMR signal intensity is directly proportional to the total net equilibrium magnetiza-

tion that depends on the polarization. Polarization varies with magnetic field and temperature

as seen in equation 1.10. Room temperature polarization, even at high magnetic field, is of the

order of 10−4∼5 for all nuclear species, as shown in table 1.2. This low polarization level gives

that a large number of spins is required to have a decent NMR signal. Important improvements

were achieved, in order to increase the NMR signal, on one side increasing the magnetic field

of the superconducting magnets, thus enhancing the thermal polarization, and on the other

side improving the sensitivity of RF coils.

Another approach is to increase the polarization of the nuclei before the NMR measure-

ments by creating an out of equilibrium nuclear spin polarization, far beyond the thermal

equilibrium polarization. One of these hyperpolarization methods is DNP.

DNP aims at transferring as much as possible of the high polarization achieved by unpaired

electrons or particular electrons pair states, to nuclei enhancing the nuclear polarization.

In our case of interest, continuous microwave irradiation is applied to saturate the ESR line of

the unpaired electrons of stable radicals or paramagnetic centers added to a sample containing

the nuclear spins to be hyperpolarized. The high polarization of unpaired electrons in stable

radicals or of the paramagnetic centers, can be transferred through dipolar-dipolar hyperfine

interactions to the nuclear spin system. This way, with the same sample concentration, the

NMR signal obtained by a measurement is significantly enhanced.

In this section we will introduce several fundamental spin transition processes playing

a role in DNP. Then the concept of spin temperature is introduced and the three main DNP

mechanisms discussed: the Overhauser Effect, the Solid Effect and the Thermal Mixing. To

conclude, some other hyperpolarization methods will be presented.

General DNP mechanism

The general mechanism of DNP, depicted in figure 1.3, is used to transfer the unpaired

electron spin polarization to nuclei. The electron spin transition is saturated by microwave

irradiation. The frequency ω used for the saturation is close to the electron Larmor frequency

ωe . The out-of-resonance irradiation allows the interaction of electrons with nuclei, through

electron-nuclear spin flip-flop transitions, in order to compensate the energy offset. This
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interaction causes the polarization transfer from the highly polarized electrons to the poorly

polarized nuclei. The typical energy exchange through electron-nuclear interactions normally

involves one nuclear spin and one or more electron spins.

Figure 1.3: General DNP mechanism: microwaves saturate the ESR transition close to ωe
0

and then polarization is transferred through flip-flop electron-nuclear spin transition from
electron spin to nuclear spin. Due to fast electron spin relaxation process, the polarization
process is very efficient even with very low radical concentrations.

It is important to note that if on one side the electron spins polarize the nuclear spins,

on the other side they are paramagnetic centers inducing faster relaxation of the nuclear spins

them-self. To efficiently polarize the nuclear spins it is thus necessary to have the majority of

them to be rather well isolated from the electron spins for most of the polarization time.

One of the most important parameters to obtain the best polarization results is the ratio

between nuclear spin and electron spin density. A too low electron density would lead to

inefficient polarization while too high concentration would produce faster relaxation decreas-

ing the maximum achievable polarization. The optimal concentrations also depend on the

longitudinal relaxation times, that in turn is highly sensitive to the applied magnetic field ~B0

and the sample temperature.

As a rule of thumb, A. Abragam and M. Goldman 5 obtained that to have the best polarization

conditions, for solid dielectric samples with DNP, the following condition should be fulfilled:

(NI T e
1 )/(NST n

1 ) << 1 (1.24)

where NI and NS are the concentration of nuclear and electron spins, respectively.

In metals and liquid solutions, the DNP process is caused by freely moving electrons.

The interaction, involving only one nuclear spin and one electron spin, happens during a

very short "contact" time and then the electron moves away before causing relaxation on the
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Figure 1.4: Different kind of flip and flip flop transitions: A) electron spin flip induced by MW
irradiation at frequency ωe ; B) two-spin system flip-flop process caused by off-resonance MW
irradiation; the system is composed by one electron spin (red) and one nuclear spin (blue);
C) three-spin flip-flop process with two electron spins (red) and one nuclear spin (blue); the
difference in electron Zeeman energy matches the nuclear Zeeman energy.

just polarized nuclei. Conversely, in dielectric solids the electrons continuously polarize and

let relax the spatially close nuclei. Then nuclear spin-spin dipolar interactions cause spin

diffusion that will let the polarization flow to remote nuclear spins. The nuclei close to the

electron experience a huge flip-flop rate and are not polarized; furthermore their resonance

frequency is sensibly shifted by the presence of the electronic field thus making them not

being detected at the bulk nuclei resonance frequency. The spin diffusion mechanism involves

both dipolar and Zeeman spin diffusion. Some studies reported that dipolar spin diffusion is

dominant with respect to Zeeman spin diffusion6;7.

Typical DNP spin transitions

Spin transitions involving both electron spins and nuclear spins are essential to transfer

polarization from electrons to nuclei in the DNP process. The fundamental transitions, shown

in figure 1.4, can involve one or more electrons and one nucleus plus the electromagnetic

perturbation used for the effective polarization transfer.

One-spin systems: the simplest spin system is composed of one spin (nuclear or electronic)

with the resonance transition at its Larmor frequency. For electron spins, the microwave

irradiation exactly at the electronic Larmor frequency, continuously stimulate transi-

tions on both directions from the lower energy state (spin up) to the higher energy

state (spin down), or the opposite with emission of one (or more) phonon with the

same energy. Being the transition probability identical for both processes, if the irra-

diation power is large enough, an equalization of populations of both energy levels is

obtained and thus the electron spins completely lose their polarization. This situation

is schematically described in Figure 1.4-A.

Two-spins systems: three different types of two-spin systems can be defined and are all
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involved in DNP: homonuclear transitions, electron-electron transitions and electron-

nuclear transitions.

- as discussed in previous sections homonuclear transitions are at the origin of T2

relaxation and spin diffusion mechanisms. Two nuclear spins, oppositely oriented,

instantaneously change their orientation due to dipolar-dipolar interaction in

a so called flip-flop transition. If we extend the basic idea of this process to a

whole homonuclear spins system, we can depict the spin diffusion mechanism

that allows polarization to diffuse from close to the electrons to the bulk solid-state

sample structure;

- as for the homonuclear case, if two electron spins have the same transition energy

and are close enough in space, electron-electron flip-flop transitions are allowed

since they conserve both energy and angular momentum. Electronic flip-flop

transitions are at the origin of electron T2 relaxation;

- in case of heteronuclear system, the large difference in Zeeman energy between the

electron and the nucleus, prevents the possibility of a single electon-nucleus flip-

flop. As shown in Figure 1.4-B, microwaves irradiation at frequencyωMW =ωe±ωn

provides the missing energy allowing this kind of flip-flop transition. The nuclear

spin flips (or flops) simultaneously with the electron spin. The hyperfine electron-

nuclear spin interaction allows Zeeman energy to flow from the nuclear spins

system to the electron spins system and vice-versa.

This type of interaction is at the origin of the Overhauser Effect and the Solid Effect.

Three spin system: the most important three-spin systems involved in DNP are ones com-

posed by two electrons and one nucleus. To obtain transitions the Zeeman energy

difference of electrons must match the nuclear Zeeman energy. This way the nuclear

spin can provide (or absorb) the necessary energy to allow the two electronic spins to

flip-flop. For this process to be possible, an ESR line-width larger than the nuclear reso-

nance frequency is necessary; this way there are a non negligible amount of electronic

spin couples with Zeeman energy difference matching the nuclear Zeeman energy thus

producing a finite transition rate. These kind of transitions are the basis of Cross Effect

and Thermal Mixing. Only Thermal Mixing will be discussed in the following being

Cross Effect only a particular case of it.

Spin temperature

Now we introduce the concept of spin temperature TS . A temperature can be associated

to the populations distribution of each nuclear spin species through the Boltzmann distribu-

tion as did in equation 1.7.

Nuclear spin systems are relatively well isolated among them and from the lattice in the di-

electric solids commonly used for DNP. Because of the very long T1,n , it is possible to define a

temperature associated to the nuclear spin population distribution TS . This distribution can
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be far from being in equilibrium with the sample (lattice) at temperature TL . Thus the spin

temperature TS can be different from TL .

In case of a two states spin system, we can define TS as:

N− 1
2

N 1
2

= e
− ~ω0

kTS = e−βω0 (1.25)

where:

β= ~
kTS

. (1.26)

is the inverse spin temperature. At thermal equilibrium, TS = TL .

Using equation 1.25 we can link the nuclear spin polarization to the spin temperature, in

the high temperature approximation:

P = 1

2
βω0 (1.27)

In this description, P can assume negative values thus leading to negative temperatures.

Negative temperatures are nonetheless allowed in this framework due to fact that the energy

spectrum is limited.

Positive polarization and temperatures are linked with systems where the lower energy level is

more populated, conversely negative polarizations and temperatures are linked to systems

where the upper energy level is more populated.

It is possible to polarize positively or negatively the nuclei, depending on the microwave

frequency used.

1.4 DNP mechanisms

Overhauser Effect

A.W. Overhauser in 1953 first predicted that nuclear spins can be polarized by the electron

spins8. In the following years it has been shown experimentally that not only metals9, but

also insulators doped with paramagnetic impurities10 can be polarized by DNP. Overhauser

effect is based on the flip-flop transitions in two-spin systems consisting of one electron spin

and one nuclear spin as depicted in figure 1.4-B. A microwave irradiation at the electron spin

Larmor frequency is applied to saturate ESR transitions in figure 1.5. In the following electron

spin relaxation, the nuclear spins are polarized through hyperfine coupling.
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Figure 1.5: Schematics of energy levels and transitions of a two-spin system. It is composed by
a nuclear spin (blue arrow) and an electron spin (red arrow). Black arrows represent transitions
which rates are given by W 0 zero quantum flip-flop, W 2 double quantum flip-flip or flop-flop,
W 1

n single quantum nuclear relaxation and W 1
e single quantum electronic relaxation.

The enhancement produced by the Overhauser effect can be obtained by solving the

Solomon’s rate equations 3 and can be written as:

ε= 1− sξ f

∣∣γS
∣∣

γI
(1.28)

where: s, the saturation parameter, is the electron spin saturation level; ξ, the coupling factor,

affects the efficiency of the microwave power saturation; f , the leakage factor, is linked to the

paramagnetic relaxation time of nuclei.

The coupling factor ξ can be expressed as:

ξ= W 2 −W 0

W 0 +W 2 −2W 1
n

(1.29)

it can take values from -1, in the case of pure scalar coupling, to 0.5 in the case of a pure dipolar

interaction.

The saturation parameter s is an indicator of how efficiently the ESR transition has been

saturated and the electronic populations equalized. It can be expressed in term of the leftover
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electronic magnetization in the z axis:

s = M0 −〈Mz〉
M0

(1.30)

it can take values from s = 0 in case of no microwave irradiation to s = 1 if the microwave

power is enough to equalize the electronic populations.

The leakage factor f accounts for the nuclear polarization lost because of the nuclear

relaxation caused by the presence of the electron spins. It can be written as:

f = W 2 +W 0 +2W 1
n

W 0 +W 2 +2W 1
n +W 1

e
= 1− T +S

1n

T −S
1n

(1.31)

where T −S
1n is the pure nuclear longitudinal relaxation time in absence of electron spins, and

T +S
1n is the nuclear relaxation time decreased by the presence of electrons. In case s and f

are equal to unity and ξ = −1, the enhancement factor from the Overhauser effect is only

proportional to the electron-nuclear gyromagnetic constant ratio. This gives that the maximal

theoretical enhancement factor can be εH ≈−660 for 1H and εC ≈−2630 for 13C .

Solid Effect

The solid effect, in analogy to the Overhauser effect, is also based on electron-nucleus

spin transitions. However, in this case the spin transitions are stimulated by the off-resonance

microwave irradiation and take place at the same time.

To obtain the maximum polarization efficiency, the microwave frequency used must be equal

to the relative difference (or sum) of the electron and the nuclear Larmor frequencies ωmw =
ωe ±ωn . This offset from the exact electron spin resonance produces a simultaneous transition

of electron and nuclear spin as a flip-flop zero quantum transition if ωmw =ωe −ωn or a flip-

flip double quantum transition if ωmw =ωe +ωn . If in the Overhauser effect the microwave

were stimulating transitions linked to W 1
e , in the Solid Effect microwaves stimulate either W 0

or W 2 depending on the chosen frequency.

We refer to the polarization at frequency of ωmw =ωe +ωn as negative DNP, due to the fact

that it forces nuclear spin to populate the higher energy level thus giving P < 0. Conversely,

the polarization at frequency ωmw =ωe −ωn is referred as positive DNP.

The Solid Effect Hamiltonian can be written as:

H =−ωe SZ −ωn IZ +2ω1e Sx cosωt +S×A× I (1.32)
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Figure 1.6: Flow chart describing the solid effect: the temperature of the Zeeman nuclear
spin reservoir is lowered by the microwave irradiation at frequency ω=ωe ±ωn through the
electron Zeeman reservoir in contact through hyperfine electron-nuclear interaction.

where: the first term represents electron Zeeman energy; the second term represents the

nuclear Zeeman energies; the third term represents the microwave irradiation; the last term

accounts for the hyperfine coupling and A is the hyperfine interaction tensor. From this

expression, using perturbation theory, the transition rates equations can be obtained as11:

W + = 2π
ω2

1e | 1
4 Az+|
ω2

0n
δ(ω0e +ω0n −ω)

W − = 2π
ω2

1e | 1
4 Az+|
ω2

0n
δ(ω0e −ω0n −ω)

(1.33)

where Az+ = Azx + i Az y . δ-functions account for energy conservation in the process and give

the maximum transition rates when ω=ω0e ±ω0n .

In case of ω=ω0S +ω0I , for the zero quantum transition rate equations we obtain:

∂ρS
+ρ

I
−

∂t = −W +(ρS+ρI−−ρS−ρI+)

∂ρS
+ρ

I
+

∂t = 0

∂ρS
−ρ

I
−

∂t = 0

∂ρS
−ρ

I
+

∂t = W +(ρS+ρI−−ρS−ρI+)

(1.34)

where: ρ·
± are ladder operators. The terms ρS

±ρ
I
± represent the probability of the corresponding

spin transitions.

Recombining equations and using the electron and nuclear spin polarization definitions,
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we get:

∂
∂t (PS +PI ) = −2W +(PS +PI )

∂
∂t (PS −PI ) = 0

(1.35)

From the previous equation we obtained that PI exponentially tends to negative electron spin

polarization −PS with a characteristic time of (2W +)−1.

If the double quantum transition is stimulated with ω = ω0S −ω0I , we obtain in anal-

ogy that the nuclear polarization exponentially grows towards +PS with a time constant of

(2W −)−1.

Thermal mixing

Thermal Mixing is based on three-spin systems and makes use of the spin temperature

formalism of introduced in section 1.3. If the electron spin concentration is larger, Thermal

Mixing dominates in our sample, compared to Solid Effect. In this situation the electronic

dipolar interactions are non-negligible and must be taken into account. The local magnetic

field Bl produced by the electron spins dipolar field, at the site of other electrons, is non-

negligible and thus the ESR line-width becomes larger.

With a larger ESR line, the probability to have electrons couples whose Zeeman energy differ-

ence matches the Zeeman energy of surrounding nuclear spins increases. This increases the

efficiency of the Thermal Mixing process.

Now we introduce, according to the spin temperature formalism, several thermal reser-

voirs representing different and rather isolated energy systems: the Electronic Zeeman Reser-

voir (EZR), the Electronic Dipolar Reservoir (EDR) and the Nuclear Zeeman reservoir (NZR).

The reservoirs are depicted in figure 1.7 along with the main interactions leading to Thermal

Mixing.

EZR and NZR represent the Zeeman energy of the electronic and nuclear spins ensembles

respectively. EDR accounts for the dipolar coupling energy of electronic spins. For each

reservoir we can define a spin temperature, namely TZ for EZR, TSS for EDR and TI for NZR.

At thermal equilibrium TZ = TSS = TI = TL , meaning all spin temperatures are equal to the

lattice temperature.

The whole Thermal Mixing can be split in two parts, namely dynamic cooling of EDR

and thermal mixing between EDR and NZR5;12;13.

The Thermal Mixing, similarly to the Solid Effect, is obtained by mean of off-resonance

microwave irradiation. As seen in section 1.12, the off-resonance microwave irradiation at
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Figure 1.7: Heat flow chart describing thermal mixing: off-resonance microwave irradiation
allows heat transfer from the electron dipolar reservoir to the electron Zeeman reservoir.
Afterwards the electron dipolar reservoir, in thermal contact with the nuclear Zeeman reservoir,
cools down the nuclear Zeeman reservoir lowering the nuclear spin temperature.

frequency ω decreases the effective field in the electrons rotating frame to:

Be f f

B0
= ω0 −ω

ω0
= ∆

ω0
(1.36)

Te sign of the spin temperature depends on that of ∆=ω0 −ω. The Zeeman spin temperature

under microwave irradiation, T ′
Z , is reduced by the same factor and is given by:

T ′
Z = ∆

ω0
TL (1.37)

In the rotating frame, electron Zeeman energy of electrons is on the same range as the electrons

dipolar coupling. In this situation we can have an energy exchange between EZR and EDR.

Being the EZR temperature lower, the energy flow is toward this reservoir allowing for a

decrease of the TSS temperature of the EDR reservoir. This first step is called dynamic cooling.

EDR final temperature can be estimated from the local magnetic field Bl :

T f ≈
Bl

Bi
Ti (1.38)

where Bi , Ti are the initial magnetic field and temperature.

Similarly to dynamic cooling, the thermal mixing process based on the three spin system

of figure 1.4-C, allows to transfer energy from the NZR to the cooled EDR. The NZR temperature
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is lowered thus obtaining an increased nuclear spin polarization. As we saw the efficiency of

this energy transfer is linked to the line-width of the ESR spectrum and thus to the radical

concentration.

During this process the Spin systems continue to relax to thermal equilibrium with the lattice.

In particular for the NZR the leakage factor f (thin vertical arrow in Figure 1.7), linked to the

nuclear T1 is the direct relaxation rate of nuclear spin reservoir.

1.5 Hyperpolarization methods

Spin-Exchange Optical Pumping (SEOP)

The Spin-Exchange Optical Pumping is method is based on a two step process. In the

first step, the valence electron shell of alkali metal atoms is polarized by means of angular

momentum transfer of polarized optical electromagnetic waves. In the second step, the

polarization of the polarized alkali vapors is transferred to noble gases nuclear spins through

dipolar interactions during collisions. This way the gas spin polarization can be enhanced.

Most of alkali atoms are suitable for SEOP since all of them have an unpaired valence electron,

but Rubidium is usually used. One of the key conditions to obtain an efficient transfer is the

collision rates between alkali nuclei and the gas to be polarized. To optimize this aspect high

pressures are used. The temperature is controlled as well and kept high enough to obtain

saturated rubidium vapor. Polarization up to 70% with enhancements in the order of 105 have

been reported 14;15.

From the biomedical point of view noble gases have some interesting properties: they

are not harmful to biological tissues, they can easily enter and perfuse lungs and there are a

complete absence of background being them absent in biological tissues. Furthermore noble

gases T1’s are very long in the range of hundreds of seconds16;17. For all these reasons SEOP

has mostly focused on lungs applications 18;19.

One of the noble gases used X e. This nucleus has a quite high solubility in blood and in

particular 129X e has been used in perfusion and diffusion studies of organs 20;21 or tissues in

both humans and rodents after intravenous injection22–24. 129X e has also been used within

carrier structures25–28 able to target specific organs or diseased tissues. This improvement

broadens the possible applications oh hyperpolarized gases in the MRI and molecular MRI

field.

Para-Hydrogen Induced Polarization (PHIP)

The valence electrons in hydrogen molecule H2 have the possibility to access two states:

a singlet with total spin S = 0 or one of the three states of a triplet with total spin S = 129;30.

Molecules in the first state are called para-hydrogen while molecules in the latter are called

ortho-hydrogen. First order transitions between para- and ortho-hydrogen are forbidden
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because they do not conserve the total spin S. At room temperature the populations are almost

equalized at thermal equilibrium with about 25% para-hydrogen and 75% ortho-hydrogen. At

low (∼ 20K ) temperature and with a catalizer, para-hydrogen population can be increased 31.

This polarization can then be transferred to nuclei by various methods.

Parahydrogen And Synthesis Allow Dramatically Enhanced Nuclear Alignment (PASADENA)

is based on substrate hydrogenation, after the hydrogen molecules have been polarized, of

molecules on a double carbon bond site32. The PASADENA method is applied normally at

high magnetic field to break the para-hydrogen symmetry while retaining their spin-spin

coupling.

PASADENA have been used for several MRI/MRS metabolic studies. As an example 1−13C -

diethyl-succinate has shown to be polarized up to 17% in vitro 33 and it has been as well used

for in vivo imaging 34.

SABRE is another PHIP method that is based on the magnetization transfer from polarized

para-hydrogen electrons to a substrate without chemical reactions35. Varius substrates 13C

labeled have been reported to be polarized by the SABRE method36.

The main advantage of PHIP, to increase the MR sensitivity, is its capability to obtain

polarized substrates in much less time than DNP. The major fields of PHIP application have

been catalytic chemistry and drug developments.

1.6 Common methods for NMR measurements

In this section a brief presentation of common procedures used for NMR measurements

in solid and liquid state are presented.

T1 measurements

As seen in section 1.1 we defined the relaxation mechanisms involved in the T1 longitudi-

nal relaxation. To measure T1 the thermal equilibrium magnetization along the z axis must be

perturbed. Then its evolution back to equilibrium is followed. Several methods can be used to

determine the longitudinal relaxation time T1 in solid-state or liquid-state sample.

The standard methods to force the magnetization out of equilibrium are based on magneti-

zation recovery or saturation recovery schemes that are widely used in high resolution NMR

spectroscopy and in vivo MRI T1 mapping. The evolution of the magnetization back to thermal

equilibrium can be followed by applying a π/2 pulse in the XY plane at different time intervals

following the preparation pulse (or series of pulses).

The T1 of DNP-enhanced solid samples and hyperpolarized nuclei can be determined by mon-

itoring the polarization decay. For instance, in vitro DNP NMR experiments can be performed

to study the influence of the external conditions on the liquid-state 13C T1 of biomolecules of

interest.
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Inversion recovery scheme: a π pulse is used to perturb the system. It inverts the magneti-

zation on the z axis from +M0 to −M0. Then the longitudinal relaxation exponentially

brings back the magnetization to its equilibrium value. Various measurement, with

a π/2 pulse and immediate afterward acquisition, with different recovery time T are

performed to measure the residual magnetization on the z axis. The complete sequence

can be seen in figure 1.8.

Bloch equations, introduced in section 1.2, are used to calculate the magnetization evo-

lution and thus extract the T1 value of the nuclear spins in exam. From equation 1.20 im-

posing the boundary conditions M(0) = Mz (T = 0) =−M0 and M(∞) = Mz (T =∞) = M0

the recovering magnetization MI R can be written as:

MI R = M0 ·
(
1−2e−T /T1

)
(1.39)

To obtain a precise determination of T1, T should cover a wide range of the order of

[0,5T1].

Note that in between measurements, it is mandatory to wait a time that is long enough

to allow the system to completely relax to equilibrium, typically 5T1.

Figure 1.8: Inversion recovery pulses sequence (left) and typical magnetization recovery signal
measured after the second π/2 pulse (right).

Saturation recovery scheme: in this case a saturation pulse is used to perturb the system,

in place of the π pulse used in the inversion recovery scheme. Saturation pulses aim

to obtain saturation in the system, meaning to equalize the spin populations thus

completely destroying the magnetization. System saturation can be obtained by a single

long RF pulse with enough intensity or alternately a series of π pulses that completely

dephase the magnetization. After the saturation the sample magnetization is null.

The following part of the measurement is performed in the same way as for the inversion

recovery scheme. In this case boundary conditions for Block equations are M(0) =
Mz (T = 0) = 0 and M(∞) = Mz (T =∞) = M0 and the polarization relaxation follows:

MSR = M0(1−e−T /T1 ) (1.40)
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Figure 1.9: Saturation recovery pulses sequence (left) and typical magnetization recovery
signal measured after the π

2 pulse (right).

On one side the saturation recovery scheme has the advantage of faster measurements

since between them there is no need to wait for thermal relaxation. On the other hand it

suffers from a resolution disadvantage since it covers, on the magnetization axis, only

half of the range of the inversion recovery scheme.

Polarization decay scheme: the DNP-enhanced magnetization is much larger than in the

thermal equilibrium state. The DNP-enhanced state is out of equilibrium, so after the

DNP process stops, in analogy with the other two methods, the nuclear spin magneti-

zation start to relax back toward thermal equilibrium. The time constant involved is

again T1. Small RF pulses with flip angle θ are used every time interval Tr to determine

the actual magnetization. Then from the decaying magnetization, T1 can be extracted.

In case of a negligible perturbing pulse, the magnetization signal measured at the nth

measurement can be written as,

M = M P
0 · sinθ · (e−Tr /T1 )n (1.41)

where M P
0 is the initial boundary condition for Block equations and represents the

DNP-enhanced magnetization. The other condition is, as in the other cases, M(∞) =
Mz (T =∞) = M0.

Figure 1.10: Polarization measurements with small flip angle θ (left) and typical magnetization
decay signal measured just after the pulse (right).

In this scheme a single measurement lasting about 8 ∼ 10T1 is enough to determine T1.
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In case of a non-negligible flip angle, the effect of the pulses on the magnetization must

be accounted for using so-called RF correction:

T1 = 1
1

T ′ + lncosθ
TR

. (1.42)

where T ′ is the pseudo-relaxation time, obtained by fitting the measured decays with a

simple exponential function.

Solid-state DNP enhancement measurements

The solid-state DNP enhancement ε is defined as the ratio between the DNP enhanced

polarization and the polarization of the system in thermal equilibrium.

ε= PDN P

Pther mal
(1.43)

Experimentally, to determine ε, we need to compare the signal from the DNP enhanced

system (obtained for example from the first point of the polarization decay), to the signal

obtained from the system after the thermal equilibrium has been established.

To determine the thermal signal we first have to wait until the system has fully relaxed to

thermal equilibrium, typically after about 5T1. Then we perform a single signal measurement.

Since normally the thermal signal is very small compared to the DNP polarized one, the flip

angle used is exactly π/2 to obtain the maximum signal. Nevertheless in many occasions, to

obtain a good precision, this measurement has to be repeated and averaged to increase the

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR).

In Figure 1.11 we show the measurement scheme for n averages of the thermal signal.

At this point the enhancement can be calculated from the DNP polarized signal, consid-

ering the different flip angle used, with:

ε= SDN P

Sther mal · sinθ
(1.44)

where: SDN P is the DNP enhanced signal; Sther mal is the averaged thermal signal; θ is the flip

angle used in the DNP enhnaced signal determination.

We underline that, even in cases where the thermal signal is very high and a single mea-

surement is enough for a good determination, the time needed for the measurement is at least

5T1 independently from the signal intensity. This because in this scheme the measurement
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Figure 1.11: Thermal signal measurements with a π/2 pulse after the system has fully relaxed
to equilibrium.

needs to be done when the system has completely relaxed to thermal equilibrium.

In solid-state experiments, where the T1 can be of the order of hours, this method to

determine the thermal signal can become unpractical and extremely time consuming.
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2 Polarizer development and test

Abstract

In this chapter we present the development on cryogenic, hardware and software sides

of a new DNP prepolarizer based on a previous design by the SEPT group of PSI and already

installed at CIBM. The cryogenic system details were reviewed, following the operational prin-

ciples and procedures of a common dissolution DNP experiment, highlighting the hardware

differences between the new design and the already installed PSI cryostat. The cryostat was

tested to determine the cryogenic properties, the time needed and the helium consumption of

the different operations routinely performed. Based on these tests the operational parameters

were optimized to obtain the best compromise between helium consumption and cooldown

time. Finally a discussion on the improvements and drawbacks of the new design is given.
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2.1 Hardware

The complexity of dissolution DNP, which includes cryogenics, microwaves and magnetic

resonance techniques makes the DNP experimental setup quite sophisticated. The dissolution

DNP method and its associated instrumentation were first introduced by Ardenkjaer-Larsen et

al 1. Unlike the commercially available polarizer Hypersense™, the polarizer described in the

present chapter and used in the frame of this thesis is based on a separate cryostat inserted

inside the bore of a standard room-temperature wide-bore superconducting magnet 2;3.

A previous continuous flow cryostat design was developed by the Sample Environment

and Polarised Targets (SEPT) group of the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) and is used almost every

day for in vitro and in vivo NMR experiments in the 9.4T horizontal bore NMR imager of the

CIBM 2;4. Using the SEPT cryostat as a starting point, a new design of DNP prepolarizer based

on a continuous flow cryostat was developed. The development of the new prepolarizer setup

was focused on improving the automation and the speed of procedures used for instance

the cooldown period, while retaining the optimal performance characteristics of the already

installed setup.

Cryogenic scheme

The cryostat shown in figure 2.1 is the original design developed by the PSI. The new

cryostat is a slightly modified version of this design following the same principles.

The cryostat consists of two parts: the insulation dewar (a) and the main insert (b) where

all the flow regulations are managed. The liquid helium coming from the external storage

dewar through the transfer line in (b2), is on the first stage condensed in the separator (b1), an

intermediate chamber used both to keep the top part of the cryostat (a1) cold and to remove

the helium evaporated during the transfer. The separator is pumped through a capillary (b3)

wrapped around the top part of the cryostat; the flow of cold helium in this capillary is used to

cool down the baffles (b6) and the radiation screens (a3) in the Outer Vacuum Chamber (OVC)

of the cryostat. The main volume of the cryostat (a2), where the sample will be placed and

polarized, is connected to the separator through another capillary (b4), wrapped around the

tail of the cryostat insert. This capillary can be opened or closed through a needle valve (b5)

manually operated from outside.

The main differences between the new design and the original PSI design are:

- the material used for the separator. Thick brass used for separator walls was replaced

with thin stainless steel, thus decreasing the heat capacity of the separator;

- a sintered plate was added in the separator to separate the liquid helium from the gas

evaporated during the transfer;

- the location and material of the baffles. The double-sided printed circuit boards covered
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2.1. Hardware

Figure 2.1: Schematic drawings of the PSI cryostat. (a) Vacuum mantle, with two heat shields
in the Outer Vacuum Chamber (OVC). (b) The main insert. Figure adapted with permission
from Comment et al 4.

with a thin copper layer were replaced with bulk copper discs;

- the radiation shields were anchored at slightly different location and super-insulation

foils were added in the OVC to further decrease the thermal losses;

Those design modifications led to a substantial difference in behavior which will be

highlighted at the end of the chapter.

Pumping lines and connections

The cryostat is operated through a rather complex pumping system with three sets of

pumps, monitored and operated in different points with electronic and electro-mechanic

instruments.

The cryostat, as shown in figure 2.2, has five main ports through which the pumping

system is connected:

OVC pumping: one outlet is used to keep the insulating chamber of the cryostat to a high

vacuum level. The pumping system used is composed by a turbo-molecular pump
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Figure 2.2: Schematic drawing of the pumping lines and instruments used to control and
monitor the cryogenic operations on the cryostat.

backed up by a rotary pump (1). This pumping line is always active and not related to

the cryostat operations;

Transfer line inlet: the only inlet of the cryostat comes from the storage dewar (2) that pro-

vides the liquid helium for the cooldown and the cryogenic operations. This port is

directly connected to the separator;

Separator outlet: the separator itself is directly connected to the flow-box (3) through the

port (4). This line is used to pump the helium gas evaporated during the transfer from

the storage dewar to the Separator, through a 35m3/h Edwards XDS35i membrane

pump (5). The same port is as well used to pressurize the separator in case it has to

be opened to replace an empty storage dewar. These operations are managed by the

software through the flow-box hardware;

Sample Space outlet: port (6) connects, similarly to the Separator outlet (4), the Sample Space

to the flow-box (3). The line is used for various purposes: to pump the Sample Space

in order to reach a low vacuum for cooldown or transfer liquid helium; to connect the

Sample Space to an overpressure valve to get rid of the helium boiloff when the Sample

Space is not pumped; to pressurize the Sample Space during the operations that require

to open the cryostat to prevent air from entering the system. Again, these operation are

software controlled.

On this port the two manometers sit to monitor the pressure in the low vacuum range

during normal operations and in the middle vacuum range during polarization.

High flow pumping outlet: port (7) is a KF-50 VAT manual valve directly connecting the Sam-

ple Space to the high flow pumping system (8) to achieve the minimum pressure, and
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thus temperature, possible in the Sample Space to perform the polarization. The pump-

ing system (8) is composed by a 250m3/h Pfeiffer WKP250A roots pump backed up by a

65m3/h Balzers DUO 65 rotary pump;

The flow-box (3), interfaced with the electronic control box, is used to manage the proper

line connections depending on the state of the cryostat. Furthermore, it controls the pumping

speed through two flowmeters from the Sample Space and from the Separator respectively.

The outlet connections on the right side go, from top to bottom:

- to the main pumping line of (8);

- to an overpressure valve (9) used to keep the cryostat slightly pressurized during the

normal helium boil-off;

- to a low pressure helium bottle (10) used to re-pressurize the Sample Space after a

pumping operation or if it has to be opened to air;

- to the membrane pump (5).

Polarization insert and blowover

In this section we present the part of the setup used to polarize the sample, measure

NMR solid-state signal and perform the dissolution to obtain the hyperpolarized solution.

The different inserts used for polarization are shown in figure 2.3. The inserts arrange-

ment is composed by a fiberglass sample insert (A) where the sample cap is placed (1). Then

the gold plated waveguide (B) is inserted into (A) to drive the microwaves from the source

outside the cryostat to irradiate the sample.

Finally the sample insert is placed into the NMR insert (C), beforehand placed into the cryostat

prior to the cooldown procedure.

At the bottom of the NMR insert sits an over-moded gold plated microwave cavity (2a),

located at the isocenter of the magnet. It is designed to allocate the sample insert in order to

place the sample exactly at the magnet isocenter. The gold layer inside the waveguide and the

microwave cavity reduces the absorption of the microwaves by the surfaces and then increases

the microwave power delivered to the sample for a given output power produced by the source.

Saturation of the electron spin system is thus possible with less microwave output power.

The reduced microwave absorption of the surfaces, as well as the reduced microwave source

output power, help minimizing the heat brought from the microwaves to the helium bath thus

decreasing the liquid helium evaporation. The NMR circuit is roughly tuned in situ with fixed

capacitors (2b). The circuit is connected to outside the cryostat through a rigid coaxial cable.

At the exit a tuning system composed of a coaxial cable and two variable capacitors is used for

the fine tuning. This setup was described and discussed in details in a previous publication4.
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Figure 2.3: Inserts used in the cryostat for polarization. Left: A) sample insert, (1) is the location
of the sample; B) gold plated microwave waveguide; C) NMR insert, (2) is the over-moded gold
plated microwave cavity in the isocenter of the magnet. Right: detail of the microwave cavity
(2a) and of the resonant circuit fixed capacitors (2b).

At the end of the solid-state polarization, the sample placed in the helium bath has to be

extracted and transformed into a room-temperature aqueous solution to be injected in vivo or

used for in vitro experiments. In figure 2.4-left the dissolution insert is shown. It is used to

prepare high pressure water steam inside a boiler in figure 2.4-right.

After inserting the dissolution insert into the sample insert, the steam is released onto the

frozen sample to dissolve it. The geometry of the tip of the dissolution insert is designed to

tightly fit the sample cup preventing steam to escape into the cryostat. The dissolved sample

is then extracted from the cryostat using high pressure helium gas. The procedure has been

described in previous publication2.

The electro-pneumatic valves (A) installed on the dissolution insert are controlled re-

motely and the timing is preset. Deuterated water is introduced through the valve (F) into

the boiler (D) with a syringe. Then by mean of the pneumatic valves (A), compressed helium

coming through (B) is used to pressurize the boiler (normal pressure is in the range 5−8bar ).

The boiler is heated by a resistive wire wrapped around and protected by the white teflon

piece. During heating, temperature and pressure are monitored with the manometer (C) and

with a Pt100 resistor placed on top of the boiler.

The box (G) contains the electrical connections from the instruments to the electronic box.

When the boiler reaches the desired pressure and temperature, the dissolution can be initi-
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Figure 2.4: Dissolution insert used to extract the frozen sample from the cryostat in the form
of a room temperature aqueous solution. Right: detail of the top cross of the insert.

ated. The operator triggers the dissolution by simply pressing a push button (E). When the

dissolution sequence starts, the steam is pushed down through the Swagelok outlet (H) and

the dissolved sample comes out through the 2mm inner diameter teflon tube (I).

In order to limit as much as possible the polarization losses, it is important to perform

the dissolution of the sample at high field and in the shortest time possible, so to say directly

in the cryostat close to the magnet isocenter. As soon as the microwaves irradiation is stopped

the spin polarization starts to decrease, relaxing toward equilibrium. In addition to the total

dissolution time, the other key parameter controlling the overall polarization loss during

dissolution is the longitudinal relaxation time. T1’s of most nuclei of biological interest is

lower at low field, thus enhancing the relaxation. Performing the dissolution at high field in

the cryostat, allows to minimize the overall time and to keep the T1 of the sample as high as

possible, minimizing the polarization losses.

2.2 Cryogenic performances

The cryostat performances were tested and the procedures, described in Appendix A,

optimized to obtain the best compromise between cooling speed and helium consumption.

The parameters leading to the longest helium hold time during the DNP process were also

determined.
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Figure 2.5: Temperature monitoring of the different cryostat parts during a complete cooldown
cycle. 1) cooldown; 2) hold time (helium in Separator); 3) holdtime (standby); 4) warmup
(standby); 5) warmup (idle); 6) OVC screens cooling; A) liquid helium finished in the Sample
Space; B) storage dewar removed; Note: the Sample Space temperature resistor calibration is
not reliable above 40K .

The evolution of temperatures of the different parts of the cryostat during a complete

cryogenic cycle are presented in figure 2.5. The cycle starts with a cooldown procedure

immediately followed by a filling procedure. Then the cryostat is maintained in a standby

state for about a day following the complete evaporation of liquid helium introduced into the

Sample Space. Finally the storage dewar was disconnected from the cryostat and the system

warmed up.

Cooldown

To optimize the cooldown procedure, several strategies were tested, with different flow

values from the Separator and the Sample Space:

- using protocols with low pumping flows (as an example 20SLP M on Sample Space

and 2SLP M on the Separator) the pressure in the Sample Space remains only slightly

lower than ambient pressure. The cooldown procedure is slow (several hours) and,

although a lower helium consumption rate (< 2 l/h of liquid helium), the amount of

helium required for cooling the system is large (> 10 l over several hours); furthermore,

the temperature of the cryostat top plate decreases below −20◦C , which indicates that a

non negligible part of the cooling power is wasted;

- using protocols with high pumping flows (as an example > 80SLP M on Sample Space

and > 6SLP M on the Separator) the pressure in the Sample Space is lowered (200mbar
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or less). The cooldown procedure is fast but never shorter than one hour; on the other

hand the helium consumption rate severely increases (9 l or higher) when the pumping

flow is set too high and the top plate temperature also decreases dramatically, indicating

again a poor efficiency of the cooling protocol.

The best strategy is therefore to adjust the pumping flows to intermediate values that are

dynamically adjusted during cooldown:

- when the cryostat is warm, a high flow is established inside the Sample Space (70SLP M

on Sample Space and 6SLP M on the Separator), maintaining a Sample Space pressure

in the range 300 ≈ 400mbar ; even if the flow is set to a high value, due to the high

temperature difference, a large amount of heat can be transferred from the inner walls

of the cryostat to the cold helium gas, thus having the helium gas relatively warm at the

output of the cryostat;

- while the cryostat is cooled, the flow in the Sample Space is progressively reduced down

to about 40SLP M and the pressure increases (close to atmospheric pressure when

temperature reaches liquid helium region). The pumping speed was chosen in order to

complete the cooldown before the top plate temperature falls too low. Typically at the

end of the cooldown procedure the top plate reaches about 0◦C .

The whole optimized cooldown procedure shown in figure 2.5-1 takes place in as short as 1.5

hours with an overall helium consumption of about 5 liters.

Filling

The filling procedure was optimized in order to use the minimum amount of helium

and perform a fast and efficient transfer. The best strategy found consists in performing the

transfer as fast as possible with the highest pumping flow on the Sample Space. The idea is to

minimize the period during which there is a high liquid helium evaporation rate since the gas

pumped out from the Sample Space is cold and tends to freeze the main insert top plate.

Using this strategy it is possible to transfer enough liquid helium to fill the cryostat in as little

as ten minutes: about 1.5 liters of liquid helium is transferred into the cryostat and only less

than 0.5 liters are lost because of evaporation.

Hold-time

Although the cryostat can be used in continuous flow mode, an important characteristic

is the maximum amount of time it can hold liquid helium without refilling. To determine this

hold time, the Sample Space was filled and then isolated from the Separator by closing both

needle valves and finally the cryostat was put in standby state. The flow pumped through the
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Separator (3SLP M) was optimized to keep a low temperature on the top part of the cryostat,

thus decreasing the upward heat leakage to the Sample Space.

While the liquid helium in the Sample Space evaporated, two regimes were observed in

terms of the Separator temperature (numbers refer to figure 2.5):

(2) : for about 1.5 hours the Separator still contained liquid helium thus stabilizing its

temperature to 4.2K .

(3) : once empty, only the flow of cold helium gas transfered from the storage dewar main-

tained the Separator cold. The Separator temperature started to rise in a approximately

exponential fashion, with a characteristic time constant of about 3.5 hours and a limit

Separator temperature below 100K .

The cryostat hold time at atmospheric pressure was found to be on the order of 13 hours

without refilling. During all this period the Separator was pumped with a flow of 3SLP M .

If the membrane pump is stopped and the Separator is connected to the recovery line,

the Separator temperature still rises in an approximately exponential fashion, but with a lower

time constant and a higher limit temperature. The hold time also decreased significantly to

about 8-9 hours. During the polarization, the microwaves shined on the sample increase the

helium boiloff. The hold time decreases from 13 hours to about 8 hours thus remaining long

enough for almost all the dissolution DNP applications.

Using the cryostat in continuous flow mode or refilling the Sample Space when the level

becomes too low, the polarization time can be extended to an arbitrarily long period, as

previously described2.

Warmup (Standby)

Once all the liquid helium has evaporated (figure 2.5-A), the cryostat starts warming up:

both the Sample Space and the Separator temperatures increase, meaning that the flow on the

Separator is not sufficient to keep it cold (figure 2.5-4).

The Sample Space quickly warms up in an exponential fashion with an estimated characteristic

time constant of about one hour, within the temperature region where the measuring resistor

calibration is reliable TSS < 40K , .

The characteristic time of the temperature evolution of the Separator more than doubles up to

(8-9 hours) with respect to the period during which liquid helium was present in the Sample

Space and the limit Separator temperature rises to about 150K .

Warmup (Idle)

After the cryostat was disconnected from the dewar (figure 2.5-B), the characteristic time

of the Separator temperature evolution was about 16 hours. Thus, even after one day, the
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system was still at a rather low temperature, and during this period it can be cooled down

faster than it was at room temperature (less than 1.5 hours).

Radiation Screens

The radiation screens behavior shows that although the inner part of the cryostat can be

cooled fast and liquid helium can be maintained inside the Sample Space, the screens have a

much longer cooldown time constant due to the efficient insulation (figure 2.5-1).

We observed a quite long delay between the beginning of the cooldown and a notable tempera-

ture drop of the screens (about 2 hours). Then it takes more than one full day until the screens

temperature reach a steady state (figure 2.5-6). Afterwards, their behavior follows quite rightly

the one of the Separator: this can be easily explained since the screens are thermally anchored

to the top part of the cryostat.

This behavior indicates that the best cryogenic performances in terms of the minimum radia-

tion leakage through the cold screens and thus the longest hold-time, can be achieved after

one day of operation. This observation suggests that the performances could be improved by

a continuous use of the cryostat, although a good hold-time was achieved even after the first

cooldown.

2.3 Conclusions

In this chapter the details of the development and installation of the cryogenic and

dissolution hardware of the new prepolarizer setup were thoroughly discussed, together with a

presentation of the main operations performed during a typical dissolution DNP polarization.

The cryogenic tests, following the optimizations, show that the procedures optimized for

this prepolarizer need significantly less time than the procedures actually performed on the

prepolarizer already installed 2 to reach 4.2K inside the Sample Space and for the initial filling.

A reason for the increased cooling speed of the Sample Space is most likely linked to the lower

thermal inertia of the Separator. It however has to be highlighted that the radiation screens are

still quite warm during the initial filling and the initial helium consumption is larger than in

the PSI design. One of the drawback of this new design is that it tends to warm up faster if the

Sample Space is empty, again most likely because of the lower thermal inertia of the Separator

which also affects the screen temperatures. This drawback might nevertheless turn into an

advantage when the cryostat needs to be serviced or cleaned. Nevertheless, after optimization

the overall helium consumption and the helium hold-time are comparable to the previous

design.

In the framework of scientific collaborations, several copies of this system were installed

or will be soon installed in several European and United States Universities.
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3 Solid-state enhancement measure-
ment

Abstract

The enhancement factor ε, i.e. the ratio between DNP-enhanced and thermal polariza-

tion at liquid helium temperatures is an essential parameter to characterize samples used for

dissolution DNP. The standard way to determine ε is by calculating the ratio between the NMR

signal of the DNP-enhanced spins and the thermal equilibrium NMR signal.

It typically takes 5 build-up time constants to reach the maximum polarization plateau

and 5T1’s to reach thermal equilibrium leading to extremely time consuming measurements

in case of long T1 nuclei as for instance 15N in certain molecules. Furthermore these are single

shot measurement.

The method we developed allows for a complete and very accurate (to a precision of about

one percent) characterization of the sample NMR/DNP properties, namely build-up time

constant, T1 and ε, in as little as 2 build-up time constants plus 3T1’s without any a priori

knowledge of the coil B1. If the T1 of the sample is known, the method allows to precisely

determine the thermally polarized signal in a time shorter than T1/2 instead of the standard

5T1. In this time frame a series of measurements are performed and averaged leading to more

robust signal determination with respect to the single shot method.

The technique can be applied to both the thermally polarized and hyperpolarized NMR

signal determination.
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3.1 Introduction

Determining the polarization enhancement factor ε, defined as the ratio between the

DNP enhanced polarization and the thermally relaxed polarization, is important to character-

ize samples for dissolution DNP. Furthermore comparing polarization measured in solid-state

and in liquid state after dissolution helps to adopt strategies that minimize losses and improve

dissolution procedure.

The standard way to determine the enhancement factor is to measure separately the

DNP-enhanced and the thermally relaxed NMR signal, and then calculate their ratio.

Although the simple definition, the measurement can be extremely time consuming due to

the long time needed to reach the thermally relaxed and DNP-enhanced states for nuclei with

long buildup times and T1’s. Furthermore, since both are single shot measurement, they can

suffer from problems related to this method, namely radio-frequency noise instability in the

electronics or lack of circuit stability between measurements.

Since the same reasoning can be applied both to DNP-enhancement and to the thermal

relaxation, in the following we will focus on the thermal relaxation. To apply the technique to

the DNP-enhancement it is enough to substitute T1 with the buildup time, and the thermally

relaxed magnetization Mth with the DNP-enhanced magnetization MDN P .

The standard way to measure the NMR signal intensity corresponding to thermal po-

larization of a nuclear spin system, is to wait until the system is fully relaxed to its thermal

equilibrium state and perform a single-pulse measurement, typically a π/2 pulse. To do so it is

necessary to have an estimate of the longitudinal relaxation time T1. The measured signal S in

a single-pulse measurement with flip angle θ is related to the longitudinal magnetization M

through:

S (t ) ∝ M (t )sin(θ) (3.1)

where t is the time at which the pulse is applied. Due to this proportionality, in the following

we will study only the longitudinal magnetization evolution. It is important to note that the

proportionality is exact only if the circuit remains perfectly stable; variations of the circuit

properties over measurements can affect the proportionality, decreasing the measurement

accuracy.

Assuming a mono-exponential relaxation behavior we can use the Bloch equation 1.18

to determine the time evolution of the magnetization:

M (t ) = Mth − [Mth −M0]e−
t

T1 (3.2)

where Mth is the thermally relaxed magnetization and M0 is the initial magnetization at time
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t = 0.

Starting from a null initial polarization M0 = 0 it takes at least 5T1 to reach a magneti-

zation that is within 1% of the equilibrium polarization signal Mth . For most nuclei and in

particular 1H and 13C , T1 ≤ 1mi n in liquid state at common MRI fields. In these conditions it

is not an issue to determine the signal from Mth through NMR measurements in a reasonably

short amount of time, even if a certain amount of averages is required.

However, if we consider solid-state samples at very low temperatures, in the order of 1K , as

it is the case for DNP and we want to measure the enhancement for nuclei such as 15N , the

relaxation times can be in the order of hours, up to tens of hours; this means even more than

a full day to achieve a thermally polarized system on which to perform a single-shot NMR

experiment.

This is problematic because during the long time before the measurement is performed, the

circuit could have been affected by changes related to temperature instability that modify its

characteristics. Furthermore, to reliably obtain the relaxed magnetization the system must

remain at constant temperature for all the long time waited to achieve the relaxed state.

In the following we will present a method we developed that can dramatically decrease

the measurement time, down to a fraction of T1 or buildup time in case of DNP-enhanced

signal determination. This method is based on averaging of measurement thus making the

determination more robust with respect to the single-shot acquisition.

The NMR probe was tuned using fixed capacitors placed next to the coil and variable

capacitors placed outside of the cryostat, as described in a previous publication1. Without

any a priori knowledge of the quality factor of the loaded probe, we determined the exact flip

angle θ for a given square pulse at fixed length and power and the relaxation time T1 from the

measurement of the signal decays at different repetition times δ.

From the knowledge of θ and T1, we were able to rapidly achieve and measure the steady-state

magnetization for different values of δ, taking advantage of the high sensitivity of the NMR

probe even for low steady-state polarization values. Finally, the signal corresponding to the

thermally relaxed and DNP-enhanced magnetization were calculated and used to determine ε

very precisely.

3.2 Evenly spaced pulses

Magnetization dynamics

The measurement presented in this chapter were all performed with a sequence, shown

in Figure 3.1, composed by single square pulses of flip angle θ followed by the signal acquisition,

repeated n times with a repetition time δ. Both θ and δ remain constant within the same

experiment.

The dynamics of the nuclear spin magnetization is not a continuous function of time, due
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Chapter 3. Solid-state enhancement measurement

Figure 3.1: Evenly spaced pulses scheme. The signal is acquired after each pulse. δ is the total
amount of time between two pulses.

to the effect of the pulses. Nonetheless, as long as θ and δ are kept constant, it is possible to

predict the time evolution of the magnetization without any approximation (See Appendix B).

We define M0 = M (t = 0) the magnetization of the system at the time just before the first

pulse is applied and Mth the thermally polarized magnetization in absence of perturbations.

The signal intensity measured on the j th experiment is proportional to the actual longi-

tudinal magnetization Mδ,θ
j that can be written as:

Mδ,θ
j = Mδ,θ

∞ −
(
Mδ,θ

∞ −M0

)
e
−

(
1

T1
− ln(cosθ)

δ

)
jδ

(3.3)

where:

Mδ,θ
∞ = Mth

1−e−
δ

T1

1−e−
δ

T1 cosθ
(3.4)

is the limit magnetization of the steady state obtained with θ an δ.

The signal obtained by this expression of the magnetization is commonly maximized for

a given δ in function of θ on MRI/MRS measurements with a low recycle time2;3. The angle

that maximize S = Mδ,θ∞ sin(θ) for a single measurement, θE = cos−1
[

e−
δ

T1

]
is called Ernst

angle.

In our approach θ is unknown at the beginning and kept constant. We perform measurements

at different δ to determine Mth and the goal is to minimize the total measurement time

disregarding the magnetization of the optimized steady state.
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Although the dynamic defined in equation 3.3 is inherently discontinuous, we find

convenient to use continuous time functions in the following discussion. Identifying jδ= t

we obtain:

Mδ,θ (t ) = Mδ,θ
∞ −

(
Mδ,θ

∞ −M0

)
e
−

(
1

T1
− ln(cosθ)

δ

)
t

(3.5)

We underline that the dynamics obtained in equation 3.5 holds only in the case of

measurement performed at constant flip angle θ and constant repetition time δ.

Relaxation time and flip angle

Equation 3.5 allows us to determine the values of θ and T1.

We assume to be in conditions where we need to measure the relaxation time T1 of a sample

using an unknown flip angle θ; equation 3.5 allows for arbitrary θ, but for clarity in the

following we will assume the flip angle 0 < θ <π/2 so that lncosθ ∈ℜ. A separate discussion is

needed for the case cosθ ≤ 0 out of the scope of this chapter. In the following we will define

α= cosθ and β= e−
δ

T1 .

After a decay measurement, as presented in Section 1.6, we can determine the apparent

relaxation time T ′
θ

(δ) by fitting data with a mono-exponential function. From equation 3.5 we

obtain that T ′
θ

is linked to δ as:

T ′
θ (δ) = 1

1
T1

− lnα
δ

(3.6)

Equation 3.6 is also known as RF correction and is used to obtain the real T1, correcting

the fitted value T ′
θ

, from a single measurement at a certain δ with θ already known from

previous calibration.

In our case we skip the coil calibration ad we directly measure the apparent relaxation time T ′
θ

for different values of δ. Then, using equation 3.6, we can extract the relaxation time T1 of the

sample and the flip angle θ used.

Figure 3.2-left shows the theoretical behavior of the apparent relaxation time T ′
θ

in

function of δ for different flip angles θ. Notice that T ′
θ
< T1 always and it decreases linearly for

δ¿ T1 lnα. Only two measurement performed on the δ> T1 lnα and on the δ< T1 lnα regions

respectively are enough to obtain a good determination of T1 and θ up to a 1−2% precision.

Repeating the measurement over a larger δ interval further improves the determination.
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Figure 3.2: T ′ (left) and Mδ,θ∞ (right) in function of δ and in units of T1 and Mth for different
flip angles θ.

Thermal signal determination

From here on we assume T1 and θ known from previous experiments.

We can determine the thermal equilibrium magnetization Mth precisely, measuring the steady

state magnetization Mδ,θ∞ .

Inverting equation 3.4 we obtain:

Mth = Mδ,θ
∞

1−βα
1−β (3.7)

From Figure 3.2-right we can see the behavior of the steady state magnetization Mδ,θ∞
in function of δ. Mδ,θ∞ < Mth always. Using equation 3.7, a single measurement of the steady

state magnetization signal for an arbitrary δ is enough to determine the signal of the thermal

magnetization.

At this stage it is not evident how to speed up the determination, with respect to the

standard scheme. Using a large δwill lead us back to the long waiting times to reach the steady

state, comparable to the one of the standard scheme while using a δ too low requires a very

small time for the system to reach the steady state but with the drawback of a very long time

needed in averaging due to the low signal intensity.

Exploiting again the knowledge of the magnetization dynamics from equation 3.3 we

can decrease the time needed to reach the steady state. Instead of starting the sequence at

t = 0 and then discard all the measurements performed in the first 5T ′ needed to approach

the steady state, we can start at t = 0 with a saturated longitudinal magnetization M0 = 0 and
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wait before the first pulse a certain time T ∗ satisfying the following condition:

Mδ,θ∞ = Mth · (1−e−
T∗
T1 )

T ∗ = − ln
(
β 1−α

1−αβ
)

T1

(3.8)

The time T ∗ needed to reach the steady state magnetization, for common values of the

measurement parameters, is close to T ′, and after the acquisition begins no measurement is

discarded.

Figure 3.3: T ∗ in units of T ′ (left) and RSN R achievable in τ= 5T1 (right) vs δ in units of T1

for different flip angles.

From Figure 3.3-left we can see that T ∗ < 5T ′ in a wide range of experimental conditions,

decreasing the amount of time needed for every measurement. Note that this time is wasted,

since no measurement is performed.

At this point we still have a free parameter, δ, to be chosen. We can give a criterion to

choose the best δ to achieve the maximum measurement efficiency, in terms of Signal to Noise

Ratio (SNR) at the end of the measurement.

We assume arbitrarily SN R = 1 for a hypothetical reference NMR signal measured with a π/2

pulse on a thermally relaxed system with Mth magnetization. We define the Relative SNR

(RSNR) as the ratio between the SNR of an averaged measurement taking time τ performed

with our method, and the SNR of the reference signal. In other words the RSNR is the amount

of information we can extract with our measurement scheme with defined δ and θ in a

time τ compared to the thermal signal determined with the standard scheme on a single

measurement.

Although the following equations are valid for arbitrary τ, to perform a meaningful comparison

in the examples we will consider the RSN R achievable in τ= 5T1.
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If we perform a measurement every δ time interval during a period of time τ we can do:

n =
⌊τ
δ

⌋
∼ τ

δ
(3.9)

acquisitions, where the approximation on the right hand term holds if we consider δ¿ τ.

The signal measured on each acquisition is only a fraction of the maximum signal achievable

with a π/2 pulse on Mth :

Sδ,θ = Sth
1−β

1−αβ sinθ (3.10)

Combining equations 3.9 and 3.10, and assuming Gaussian noise propagation, we can calcu-

late the RSNR obtained from a measurement during an acquisition period τ:

RSN Rδ,θ =
Sδ,θ

Sth

p
n = 1−β

1−αβ sinθ

√
τ

δ
(3.11)

Figure 3.3-right shows the behavior of RSN Rδ,θ for τ= 5T1 in function of δ for different θ. It

can be noted that this measurement scheme, at the optimal value of δ for a certain θ allows to

obtain higher SNR than the classical scheme, in the same amount of time.

Summarizing, the advantages of this method are on one side the fact that in the same

amount of time as the classical scheme it can increase the measurement SNR by about 60%;

on the other hand if, as it often happens in solid-state NMR, the SNR of the reference signal is

known to be very high, the measurement can be stopped at n∗ ¿ n, dramatically decreasing

the measurement time.

3.3 Results

Optimized strategy examples

As an example, let’s assume that we already know θ = 10◦ and T1, and we want to

determine the thermally polarized signal with different RSN R. We have to take into account

in the total measurement time tT OT , both the T ∗ time at the beginning of the acquisition and

the effective measurement time τ= δn∗.

From Table 3.1 we can see that even to achieve the same SNR as the standard technique,

the time needed with our method is about half of a single standard measurement. This time

then decreases in a parabolic fashion, as the desired RSN R decreases.
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RSN R 0.1 0.25 0.5 1

δ [T1] 0.0011 0.0029 0.006 0.01
T ∗ [T1] 0.07 0.17 0.33 0.5

Mδ,θ∞ [Mth] 0.067 0.16 0.28 0.40
n 73 81 103 209
Tmeas [T1] 0.08 0.24 0.62 2.1
tT OT [T1] 0.15 0.41 0.95 2.6

Table 3.1: Operational parameters for different values of target RSNR.

Since our goal consists in minimizing the measurement time, it is worth to say some

words about the flip angle. The explicit dependency of the minimum tT OT on θ for a given

RSN R is non trivial but for low enough flip angle θ < 30◦, it remains tT OT < 2.7T1 for RSN R = 1

while it increases very fast when θ ∼ 90◦ (see Appendix B).

Example of measurements

In this section we show an example measurement performed on a sample of 129X e,

polarized at 5T and 1.07K .

Figure 3.4: Example of a spectrum obtained from a measurement on a DNP-enhanced 129X e
sample (left) centered at 58.797M H z with integration window for signal intensity determina-
tion marked in red and several decays at different δ (right).

In figure 3.4-left an example of a spectrum obtained from a measurement on a DNP-

enhanced 129X e sample is shown. The signal intensity is determined integrating the peak in

the region where it is above ≈ 1
3 of the maximum, in this case∆ ∈ [−20K H z;20K H z] (red lines)

about the resonance frequency of 58.797M H z.

The signal decays for different δ, shown in Figure 3.4-right, were fitted with a single

exponential function to extract T ′ (δ).

In Figure 3.5-left the fitting of T ′ with equation 3.6 is shown. This allowed us to determine

θ = 34◦±0.5◦ and T1 = 3450±50 s with high precision.
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Figure 3.5: Right: T ′ (δ) fitted to determine T1 and θ in a wide range of δ. blue line represents
δ = T1 lncosθ. Left: Mδ,θ∞ fitted to determine Mth showed in green; blue line represent the
optimal δ for a RSN R = 0.5.

We measured Mδ,θ∞ with the strategy described above and showed the results in Figure 3.5-

left. We chose different δ about the optimal value of 230 s for a RSN R = 0.5, and then fitted to

determine Mth . The chart is already rescaled accounting for the thermal polarization of 129X e

at 5T and 1.07K to be P = 2.495 ·10−3.

Finally we only need to know the signal intensity from a DNP-enhanced experiment,

eventually determined with the same technique, to directly determine the enhancement.

Application

We measured several different nuclei in different conditions to asses the feasibility of the

technique.

Nucleus Sample Radical T [K ] θ [◦] T1 [s] Tb [s] ε−
129X e 1:2 Xe:Isobutanol 33mM 1.07 34 3450 614 43±2

13C
3M 1-Acetate in

50mM
1.07 2 3620 1030 140±5

2:1 D2O:d6-etOD 4.20 8 130 48 87±3

Table 3.2: Results of measurements on different nuclei in different conditions. Thermal
and negatively DNP-enhanced signals were measured with the same method extracting the
longitudianl relaxation time T1 and the buildup time constant Tb . DNP-enhanced Mδ,θ∞ were
obtained directly from the T ′ measurements. The radical used was TEMPOL.

The results are summarized in table 3.2. In all the cases it was possible to apply the

technique both to thermal and DNP-enhanced signals, obtaining reproducible measurements

with an error as low as 1−2%.
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3.4 Conclusions and Outlook

In this chapter we showed how to quickly obtain and then exploit the steady state

magnetization, produced by trains of evenly spaced constant flip angle pulses, to determine

the thermal polarization signal intensity. We showed as well, in the case the resonant circuit is

not calibrated or the T1 of the sample is unknown, a quick method to perform the flip angle

and relaxation time determination at once.

The model was applied to various nuclei in various conditions and samples, always

observing a mono exponential decaying of the signal measured. This suggest that the inter-

action between magnetization baths of different nuclei is negligible in the timescale of our

measurement for the samples in exam.

Due to his potentially very low time needed to determine the thermal signal, this method can

be routinely used to determine the solid-state enhancement obtained in the prepolarizer. This

can be done before a dissolution for experiments where the signal intensity is important, to

probe for example the sample quality or, coupled to an a posteriori measurement in the MRI

scanner, the amount of polarization lost during the sample transfer.
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4 Hyperpolarized 6Li as blood oxygena-
tion probe

Abstract

Hyperpolarization by dissolution DNP allows enhancing the polarization of selected

nuclear spins, in particular 13C in biomolecules, and to perform MR experiments with an

unprecedented sensitivity. The main drawback of the technique is that the large polarization

will ineluctably relax towards its thermal equilibrium and typical 13C T1’s are shorter than a

minute. It was recently shown that 6Li can be hyperpolarized in aqueous solution of 6LiC l and

that, thanks to its long T1, hyperpolarized 6Li can be a sensitive probe to detect nanomolar

concentration of the Gd contrast agent. The aim of the present chapter was to determine

the effect of oxygenation in human and rat, blood and plasma, on 6Li relaxation. The results

show the relaxivity enhancement effect of hemoglobin on its de-oxygenated form with respect

to its oxygenated form. This behavior produces a difference in 6Li T1’s between oxygenated

and de-oxygenated blood that will be useful to detect hemoglobin oxygenation level in cells

and possibly in vivo and could potentially be used to detect diseased tissue with abnormal

oxygenation, such as cancerous regions.
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4.1 6Li properties and medical applications

Although 6Li has a spin I = 1, the amplitude of its electric quadrupolar moment is

so small (Q < 8.5kH z)1 that the relaxation associated with the quadrupolar interactions is

usually negligible compared to other relaxation mechanisms such as intermolecular dipo-

lar relaxation induced by paramagnetic species in aqueous solutions. The 6Li longitudinal

relaxation time of Li+ ions in aqueous solutions is in fact unusually long and values up to

T1 = 1040 s in de-oxygenated D2O have been reported2. It was proposed that this property

could be taken advantage of to detect minute amount (< mM) of Gd-based MR contrast

agents since small variations in relative relaxation can be readily detected 3. This can be done

in vivo thanks to the dissolution DNP technique developed to hyperpolarized long-T1 nuclear

spins 4. Hyperpolarized 6Li has a great potential for molecular imaging since Li+ ions diffuse

freely across cell membranes. A recent study in rodents showed that a large fraction of lithium

in the brain is located in the intracellular compartment 5. Hyperpolarized 6Li could thus be an

interesting contrast media for perfusion imaging with similar methods than the ones proposed

with hyperpolarized xenon6, and hyperpolarized 13C tert-butanol 7.

The primary use of lithium salts in a medical context is to treat maniac-depressive (bipolar)

and depressive disorders 8;9. It has been administrated at doses up to 1200mg /d ay , which led

to serum concentration between 0.3−1mM 10, a concentration which is on the same order

as the ones obtained after infusion of hyperpolarized [1−13 C ]-pyruvate in the first clinical

study 11. The only other lithium isotope, 7Li , has a natural abundance of 93% and a short T1,

on the order of 6 s in human blood12. It is thus been used as a NMR probe to determine the

distribution of lithium in patients brain after administration of lithium treatment 10. 7Li NMR

was also used to probe N a+ ion channel activity in isolated rat hearts 13.

One common method used in MRI to probe blood oxygenation levels, relies on the relaxivity

effects of hemoglobin and oxyhemoglobin14 on the transversal relaxation time T2 of water

protons. This method is called Blood-Oxygen-Level Dependent contrast imaging (BOLD con-

trast imaging) 15 and is extensively used in functional MRI (fMRI) to determine the difference

of activity on brain regions in response to an external stimulus 16.

We herein tested the potential of hyperpolarized 6Li to detect blood oxygenation level, and

specifically the relaxivity effects on 6Li of hemoglobin in its oxygenated and de-oxygenated

form, in human and rat blood. Rather than detecting the influence of blood oxygenation on

the chemical shift of 129X e as was previously proposed17, we propose to measure the effect

on the long longitudinal relaxation time of hyperpolarized 6Li .

4.2 Methods

450µl of glassy frozen 15 M 6LiC l (2:1 D2O/d6-ethanol with 40mM TEMPO) solution

was polarized at 7T and 1±0.05K using already presented hardware and methods4;18. Fol-

lowing a procedure described in a previous publication19 six frozen beads of 1 M Sodium

Ascorbate in D2O were inserted into the sample cup to quench the radical in order to obtain
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the longest possible T1. The samples were subsequently rapidly dissolved in 5ml of super-

heated D2O. The hyperpolarized solution was extracted from the polarizer using high-pressure

helium gas at 6bar in about 3.5 s and collected in a vial.

Figure 4.1: Left: arrangement of coils and tubes for the measurement. Red and black circles
represent tubes filled with oxygenated and de-oxygenated blood/plasma; the blue tube con-
tains the D2O reference. Right: example of a series of projections acquired during a single
experiment on a blood sample. Each peak correspond to the signal coming from a tube in the
sample holder (left) according to the colored circles.

To perform simultaneous NMR acquisition on both oxygenated and de-oxygenated

samples we developed a Plexiglas phantom, shown in of figure 4.1-left, composed of a cir-

cular 38mm� container capable of allocate three standard NMR tubes. This container is

surrounded by two circular coils with resonance frequency set at 1H and 6Li frequency at

9.4T . The 1H coil is essentially used for shimming purposes, while the 6Li coil is used for

acquisition during the DNP experiment.

Prior to each hyperpolarized MR experiment, three 10mm NMR tubes were prepared

and placed in the phantom of figure 4.1-left: one tube was filled with D2O (blue), the second

and third ones with 2mL of oxygenated (red) and de-oxygenated (black) human blood added

with 3U I /ml of heparin, respectively. The de-oxygenation procedure consisted in blowing

Argon gas at the top surface of blood into the NMR tube for 10mi n. Then the phantom was

placed into a 9.4T horizontal wide bore Varian rodent scanner and 300µL of hyperpolarized
6Li solution was injected manually into each tube.

The geometrical arrangement of the tubes was designed so that they do not overlap if linearly

projected along a certain direction. Thanks to this arrangement, using a 6Li 1D gradient echo

image sequence, we obtained signals coming from each tube in different positions of the

image respectively, being able to associate to each tube the signal coming from each region of

the spectrum as shown in figure 4.1-right. The images were recorded once every 20 s using a

10◦ flip angle, 55µs hard pulse. We used the minimum linear gradient intensity to separate

signal coming from different tubes. In this condition we obtained the maximum possible SNR.

The samples were kept at room temperature.

The sample holder used for the measurement together with the gradient echo imaging,
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allowed the synchronous measurement of T1 in oxygenated and de-oxygenated samples

together with the presence of a reference measurement in D2O. This fact is very important in

order to perform comparisons due to the non negligible variability of T1 between different

measurements. This procedure overcomes the variability and allows us to perform robust

determinations and comparisons of the relaxation time differences between oxygenated and

de-oxygenated samples. The measured projections were integrated along the three images

and the time evolution of the signals integral determined. We fitted the data with simple mono-

exponential decay functions to determine T ′ and then we corrected the results for the RF

perturbation according to equation 3.6 to determine the exact T1. An identical procedure was

used to measure T1 in oxygenated and de-oxygenated human plasma. We repeated the whole

procedure also in rat blood and plasma to highlight eventual differences between human and

rat blood.

Quenching and reproducibility

6Li T1 being extremely long, it is very sensitive to impurities and variations due to

different efficiencies of the quenching procedure. The radical used for hyperpolarization as

well as the presence of protons coming from the ascorbate itself used to quench the radical,

contribute to the relaxation process. We performed some bench relaxivity measurement

experiments on 6LiC l solutions to determine the entity of the variations in some controlled

conditions.

Solution 6Li T1 [s]

Pure D2O 506.0±10
20mM Deuterated Sodium Ascorbate 400.7±5
20mM Sodium Ascorbate 394.2±5

Table 4.1: Longitudinal relaxation time T1 of 6Li in pure D2O with and without adding normal
and deuterated Sodium Ascorbate.

We measured the 6Li T1 in a 500mM solution of 6LiC l in pure D2O (99.96%D) on a

400 M H z 9.4T vertical high resolution Bruker NMR scanner. Then we compared the effect of

adding Sodium Ascorbate and Deuterated Sodium Ascorbate to the pure D2O solution. The

results are summarized on table 4.1. The 6Li T1 in pure non de-oxygenated D2O was about

one half of that reported in literature for de-oxygenated D2O 2. Furthermore, adding 20mM

of Sodium Ascorbate, either in its protonated or deuterated form, further decreases the T1 of

about 20%. The measurements show the high sensitivity of T1 even to the presence of a small

amount of protons coming from the ascorbate.

As can be seen from figure 4.2 even the T1 values on the reference sample in different

experiments can show variability. We used these values as a first quality check for the dissolu-

tion quality: if T1 is too low the experiment is discarded and repeated. This high sensitivity led

to a non negligible variability of T1 between experiments, especially in blood. This elucidate
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Figure 4.2: Results of T1 measurements on the reference samples. The results obtained during
human (left) and (rat) experiments are shown together with the reference measurement on
pure 6LiC l in D2O (see table 4.1). The red experiments were discarded.

the importance of a synchronous measurement of oxygenated/de-oxygenated samples in the

same conditions in order to be able to perform a meaningful comparison. In our experiment

each measurement is performed on two tubes of the same blood sample at the same time

and temperature, where the only difference between samples comes from the de-oxygenation

procedure performed with Argon gas.

4.3 Results

In figure 4.2, the results of hyperpolarized 6Li T1 measurements on the D2O reference for

the two sessions of experiments performed in human and rat blood and plasma, are presented.

The measurement showed that, although many experiments had a very good reproducibility

(green), in about half of the total experiments performed T1’s were sensibly lower (red). This

fact can be ascribed to the not perfect quenching of the radical during the fast dissolution

procedure. We used the following criterion to accept an experiment: its reference T1 had to

lie within a ±5% band drawn in the chart around the average 261 s of the experiments with

longest T1. Obtaining a value outside this range let the measurement be discarded.

Absolute measurements

We observed a quite high variability in the absolute value of 6Li T1 measured in figure 4.3,

for both human and rat blood, especially in full blood samples. As we showed in the precedent

paragraph, the relaxation of 6Li is very sensitive to impurities. This led to the observation that

into a biological environment it is not possible to assign a definite value to T1. The variability

is lower in plasma probably because of its higher homogeneity with respect to full blood.

On average, the measured T1’s on full blood lie in the same range for both human and

rat samples. About plasma, we observed a lower average T1 on rat samples with respect to

human ones, of about 10%. This difference can be mainly ascribed to the precision of the T1
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Figure 4.3: Results of T1 measurements on blood and plasma, human (left) and rat (right)
plasma samples. Magenta lines link couples of oxygenated/de-oxygenated measurements on
the same experiment. Both charts have the same vertical scale.

determination that in our case is ±5%. With this error level the difference between average

T1’s between human and rat plasma is below the significance threshold.

Relative difference

Although this quite high variability in the measurements, our protocol of simultane-

ous acquisitions allowed us to consistently and repeatably determine a difference between

oxygenated and de-oxygenated samples.

Figure 4.4: Relative difference, in percent, between T1’s of oxygenated and de-oxygenated
samples measured in the same experiment for human (left) and rat (right).

The T1’s differences between oxygenated and de-oxygenated samples, shown in figure 4.4,

have opposite sign for blood with respect to plasma. Blood samples show a longer T1 for

oxygenated samples of about 15−20%. If we discard the extreme measurements (second for

human blood and first for rat blood) we obtain compatible results. Plasma samples show an

opposite behavior with longer T1’s on de-oxygenated samples. The average observed ratios

between rat and plasma samples are very close and the slight difference in average T1’s can be

explained with the experimental errors as previously discussed.
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Discussion

The opposite T1 difference between blood and plasma samples can be explained taking

into account the presence and the effects of hemoglobin. In case of plasma, hemoglobin is

not present and the main source of relaxation is linked to the presence of dissolved molecular

oxygen, that act as a paramagnetic source of relaxation. In the oxygenated samples the pres-

ence of dissolved O2 enhances the relaxation thus decreasing the T1 of about 18−20% as we

determined.

In full blood the molecular oxygen is bound to hemoglobin forming oxyhemoglobin. It has

been shown14 that hemoglobin in oxygenated form has no unpaired electrons thus being

diamagnetic. Furthermore, also bound oxygen loses his paramagnetic nature. Finally, the

oxygen-hemoglobin complex is diamagnetic, with much limited relaxation effects with re-

spect to paramagnetic hemoglobin. In de-oxygenated blood, the presence of paramagnetic

hemoglobin with four unpaired electrons enhances the relaxation of 6Li thus decreasing its T1

of about 15−20% as we saw in figure 4.4.

The slight mismatch between absolute T1 values and relative differences, between human

and rat samples have shown to be non significant thus allowing to conclude that human and

rat blood has, with respect to relaxivity properties linked to oxygenation, the same effects on
6Li .

4.4 Conclusions and Outlook

Oxyhemoglobin being diamagnetic and hemoglobin paramagnetic, the observed dif-

ferences in T1 of blood samples were attributed to the oxygenation level of hemoglobin. In

plasma samples, dissolved oxygen acts as a paramagnetic relaxing agent leading to a decreased

T1. We showed that hyperpolarized 6Li can be used as an oxygenation probe in human and

rat blood, 6Li relaxation being significantly faster in presence of hemoglobin.

The observed difference in T1 between oxygenated and de-oxygenated blood could be used

to detect hemoglobin oxygenation level in cells and possibly in vivo. It should be possible to

take advantage of the high sensitivity of hyperpolarized 6Li to obtain images with a relaxation-

based contrast modulated by tissue oxygenation. This could be useful for localizing in vivo

areas that are poorly oxygenated, in particular injured brain or cancerous tissue containing

hypoxic regions. The response to treatment of these regions could then be probed to assess

therapy efficacy.
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5 15N labeled choline cross polarization

Abstract

Choline is a precursor for phospholipid metabolism. It has been studied in NMR for a

long time as a biomarker for tumor metabolism. 15N labeled choline shows a very long T1 and

can be used to probe rate of transport or metabolism in brain or study the metabolic changes

in tumors. Despite its long T1, the 15N spectral dispersion of choline metabolites is very poor.

On the other hand the spectral dispersion is much higher for 1H . Being able to partially and

repeatedly transfer the 15N hyperpolarization to 1H before detection on 1H would exploit

both the long 15N T1 and 1H spectral resolution.

We show a method to use Hartmann-Hahn polarization transfer, to partially transfer the

hyperpolarization of 15N to surrounding 1H before detection on 1H . This method can then be

applied to in vitro DNP experiments.
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5.1 15N Choline

Recent MR studies1;2 have demonstrated that choline is a sensitive biomarker to probe

cellular phosholipid metabolism. This metabolism has been proven to be modified in tumors

with respect to healthy tissues3. Choline metabolism plays an important role in different

pathologies (e.g. in liver 4 or brain5).

In Figure 5.1, the structure of choline is shown. Choline does not have long T1 non proto-

nated carbons (black) that can be effectively used in the dissolution DNP technique. It has

been proposed to used deuterated 13C -choline to increase the carbon T1’s up to 5 times and it

was shown that choline metabolites can be observed on 13C spectra after hyperpolarization 6;7.

On the other hand choline has a quaternary nitrogen (blue) surrounded by non-magnetic

nuclei (natural abundance carbon is almost completely 12C with spin I = 0). The nitrogen site

labeled with 15N shows a very long liquid-state T1 on the order of minutes 8. It was shown that

fully deuterated choline hyperpolarized 15N signal can be observed for up to an hour 9 .

Figure 5.1: Choline structure. Figure adapted from www.wikipedia.com.

The NMR sensitivity of 15N is very low since its gyromagnetic ratio is about ten times

lower than protons. In addition, the separation between choline and its metabolites on the
15N spectra is small, making it difficult to study metabolic processes using hyperpolarized
15N -choline as substrate, especially in vivo or in cells. It has been shown that transferring

the nitrogen polarization to protons prior to proton spectra acquisition greatly enhances

the sensitivity and the separation of metabolites10. However the INEPT sequence used in

earlier studies is only applicable for full polarization transfer and it is not possible to have

multiple measurements to follow the evolution of the metabolic process. An indirect strategy to

overcome this problem while still using INEPT has been proposed. It consists in a synchronous

measurement with spatially selective INEPT sequence on a sample 11. The sequential readings

are performed only on a small part of a homogeneous sample each time. Another cross-

polarization scheme was recently proposed to enhance proton polarization from insensitive

nuclei with a partial INEPT transfer, called HINDER. HINDER is able to enhance the proton

signal while partially retaining the nuclear polarization of the long T1 hyperpolarized nuclei 12.
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In the context of hyperpolarization, there are two main limitations in the use HINDER transfer

scheme. First would be that the time for the transfer are related to the scalar couplings

which will be different for the substrate and its metabolites. The second issue comes if the

J-coupling is weak and the proton T2 is short since most of the signal will have decayed before

acquisition starts. This will most likely be the case with polarization transfer from 15N to 1H

in hyperpolarized choline.

We herein introduce a method to obtain time evolution of 15N -choline metabolism via

indirect proton detection, based on a repeated partial transfer of polarization from hyperpo-

larized 15N to surrounding protons using a partial Hartmann–Hahn polarization transfer 13.

This partial transfer is done from 15N to 1H and then 15N polarization is flipped back to z axis

to be stored for the next measurement. The detection is then performed on protons due to

their high spectral dispersion that eases the metabolite observation.

5.2 Efficiency of cross polarization

Although the final aim of the study is the polarization transfer from 15N to 1H , we studied

in vitro the reverse transfer to test the cross polarization efficiency. That is because the thermal

polarization of 15N is already
γ15 N
γ1 H

∼ 1
10 of the 1H thermal polarization and in the Hartmann-

Hahn scheme it is shared between at least the 11 protons bound to the 4 carbons surrounding

the 15N site. Starting from null proton polarization the maximum theoretical final polarization

on each proton after Hartmann-Hahn transfer is less than 1% of 1H thermal polarization. The

difficulties in destroying the 1H polarization at better than 1%, summed to the short proton

relaxation time, led to unreliable measurements on the direct transfer. 15N to 1H polarization

transfer will be tested in in vitro dissolution DNP experiments.

In our case, to test the cross polarization efficiency we performed experiments on a 0.5 M
15N -choline in D2O. The objective of the tests were to asses the efficiency of Hartmann-Hahn

cross polarization versus normal refocused INEPT10 from 1H (especially the ones at J3) to
15N .

The scheme used to test the efficiency of the transfer, shown in figure 5.2-A and B, is the

following: a saturation continuous wave (CW) was sent in the nitrogen channel to saturate

the 15N polarization. Then the Hartmann-Hahn sequence was performed. It consisted in

a π/2 pulse, used to flip the 1H magnetization into the x y plane, followed by the spin lock

irradiation at optimal Hartmann-Hahn condition for a variable contact time τ. At the end

of the contact time, nitrogen (figure 5.2-A) or proton (figure 5.2-B) signals were measured

respectively in different experiments. These measurements allowed to determine the 15N

enhancement and the residual 1H polarization in function of the contact time τ.
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Figure 5.2: Polarization transfer sequences. A) 1H to 15N partial Hartmann-Hahn transfer
sequence used to measure the 15N enhancement for variable contact time τ. B) 1H to 15N
partial Hartmann-Hahn transfer sequence used to measure the residual 1H polarization
after the transfer. C) standard 15N to 1H refocused INEPT sequence. D) 15N to 1H HINDER
sequence.

5.3 Methods and Results

We prepared a 0.5 M 15N -choline in pure D2O (99.8% atoms D). 500µl of solution was

inserted in a 5mm outer diameter NMR tube. The measurements were performed on a

300 M H z Bruker INOVA spectrometer using a BBI probe (one 1H channel and one broadband

channel) at constant temperature of 25◦C . Power levels used for hard pulses were −5dB on

the 15N channel and −7dB on the 1H channel. At these power levels the pulse lengths for π

pulses were determined to be π15N 59µs and π1 H 27µs. The optimized power settings for the

Hartmann-Hahn polarization transfer were −15dB on the 15N channel and −19.8dB on the
1H channel.

We measured the longitudinal relaxation times of 15N and 1H and we obtained T
15N
1 =

180±5 s and T
1 H
1 = 3±0.1 s. To determine the polarization enhancement we preliminarily

measured the thermal polarization signal for both 15N and 1H . The determination was

performed averaging a series of spectra obtained with a simple sequence composed by a π/2

hard pulses followed by acquisition, with a repetition time of 5T1. The initial continuous wave

irradiation used to saturate the 15N polarization was performed for 5 s with a power level of
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−15dB . The residual polarization after the irradiation was determined to be less than 5% of

the 15N thermal polarization.

In the following we define ε15N and ε1 H as the relative polarization of 15N and 1H with

respect to their thermal polarization respectively. For nitrogen ε15N represents the enhance-

ment obtained by the Hartmann-Hahn polarization transfer. For protons ε1 H represents the

residual polarization after the Hartmann-Hahn transfer.

Figure 5.3: 1H to 15N relative polarization after partial Hartmann-Hahn polarization transfer
in function of the contact time τ.

Figure 5.3 shows the results of measurements of 15N polarization enhancement ε15N and

of 1H residual polarization ε1 H in function of the contact time τ. We obtained a maximum

Hartmann-Hahn 15N enhancement of εH H
15N

= 1.93 for a contact time of τ = 1.5 s which cor-

responds to a proton polarization loss of about 38% (green horizontal and vertical lines in

figure 5.3).

Although the lower maximum performances of the sequence, compared to the εI N EPT
15N

= 9.9 10,

the Hartmann-Hahn has the possibility of being used for partial polarization transfers. As an

example a ε15N = 1.1 can be obtained with a contact time of τ∼ 200ms destroying only about

10% of 1H polarization (blue horizontal and vertical lines in figure 5.3).

As can be seen in figure 5.3, the main limiting factor in terms of polarization transfer efficiency

is the 1H longitudinal relaxation time. In the inverse 15N to 1H transfer the T1 limitation is

less critical due to the much longer 15N T1.

5.4 Conclusions and Outlook

In this chapter we demonstrated the feasibility of the Hartmann-Hahn polarization trans-

fer for 15N -choline. The reversed 1H to 15N transfer shows that the maximum enhancement

achievable is about εH H
15N

∼ 2. Although this enhancement is about one fifth of the theoretical

maximum, it is limited by the proton T1. This limitation is much less strict in the case of the
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15N to 1H transfer due to the much longer 15N T1.

Despite the lower maximum enhancement achievable, the Hartmann-Hahn 15N to 1H polar-

ization transfer scheme has two main advantages with respect to HINDER. The first advantage

is linked to relaxation: in the Hartmann-Hahn scheme the contact time can be shortened to a

small fraction of 1/J if ε1 H /P
15N
i− ¿ εH H

1 H
(high 15N polarization with respect to the required ε1 H

as it is the case in dissolution DNP) and the relaxation time constant during the transfer T1,ρ is

comparable to T1; in the HINDER sequence (see figure 5.2-D) τ2 = 1/J is the refocusing delay,

independent of the enhancement achieved, during which the polarization decays with T2.

T2 being usually much shorter than T1 for protons in biological systems, this leads to higher

losses with respect to the Hartmann-Hahn scheme if τ2 is not negligible with respect to T2.

The second advantage of the Hartmann-Hahn sequence lies in the higher robustness of the

sequence in case of mismatch in the intensity of the interaction used for the polarization

transfer (dipolar coupling for Hartmann-Hahn and J-coupling for HINDER). Metabolites can

have dipolar couplings and J-couplings different from the substrate molecule. In the case

of the Hartmann-Hahn sequence, the phase of the polarization is always known indepen-

dently on the coupling constant thus allowing to recover to the z axis all the magnetization

that was not transferred. The consequence of different 15N − 1H dipolar couplings between

substrate and metabolites will be a variation in the polarization transfer efficiency. In the case

of HINDER, if a substrate has a J-coupling different from the substrate, on top of the different

polarization transfer efficiency, its magnetization cannot be refocused perfectly at the end

of the τ2 refocusing period thus leading to polarization losses that increase with increasing

J-coupling difference.

The work initiated in this chapter will continue with the aim of measuring choline

metabolism in diseased rat brain homogenates in vitro by mean of dissolution DNP. Before

performing the homogenates measurements a further calibration of the efficiency of the direct
15N to 1H transfer is needed.

In order to obtain precise data, dissolution DNP will be used to start from a high nitrogen

signal and to assess the polarization transfer efficiency to the three non equivalent proton

sites in the choline (9 protons on the three −C H3 groups, 2 protons in the −C H2− group and

other two protons in the −C H2OH group). Once the characteristic curves, similarly to the

ones in figure 5.3, will be obtained, the optimized strategy for the measurement, as presented

in Appendix C, can be calculated and used for the homogenates measurements. Finally an

a posteriori precise measurement of T1 for nitrogen and protons of the various metabolites

in the homogenates can be used to correct the results and to increase the precision of the

determination.
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6 Hyperpolarized 13C NMR at 14.1T

Abstract

Even with a high signal intensity it is difficult to quantify metabolites that are close in

the spectrum, compared to the actual in vivo linewidth. In particular, the 13C spectrum of

labeled R−13COOH molecules, metabolites of
[
1−13C

]
-acetate, is crowded in proximity of

the
[
1−13C

]
-acetate peak at 182.6 ppm. The closeness of the metabolites peaks to the acetate

peak leads to difficult or impossible resolution of the metabolites peaks from the hyperpolar-

ized acetate peak, or among them, in conditions where the shimming is hard to perform, in

vivo in muscles for instance.

Increasing the field intensity for in vivo hyperpolarized MR experiments improves spectral

resolution. The increased spectral resolution directly reflects in higher peak separation of the

different metabolites leading to the possibility of resolving peaks very close in the spectrum.

One of the major technical challenges to perform in vivo dissolution DNP at ultra high field

is due to the large distance between the polarizer and the MRI magnet. Since there is no

actively shielded MRI magnet above 11.7T the distance traveled by the dissolved hyperpolar-

ized solution, and thus the time needed to transfer the solution from the prepolarizer to the

MR magnet, is increased with respect to MR imagers at lower field. This increased transfer

time leads to increased signal losses that have to be minimized through optimization of the

dissolution and transfer procedure.

In this chapter we show the hardware implementation of the new cryostat presented in chap-

ter 2 with a horizontal 14.1T Varian rodent MRI scanner. The first in vitro DNP experiments

performed at 14.1T are presented.
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6.1 Hardware

The polarizer presented in chapter 2 1;2 was coupled to a 14.1T Varian rodent MRI

scanner to perform dissolution DNP measurements in vitro and in vivo.

The main issue arising from the implementation of this system came from the long distance

between the polarizer and the non shielded MRI scanner. Increasing the distance between

polarizer and scanner leads to an increase in transfer time the hyperpolarized solution has

to travel and therefore increases losses in polarization through relaxation. In addition, the

hyperpolarized solution may spend a non-negligible time in regions of low magnetic field

where the relaxation times are often shorter, at least for 13C in carboxylic groups. Significant

losses of polarization during the transfer may occur if care is not taken.

Sources of polarization loss

On a given sample, the polarization losses during the transfer from the polarizer to the

MRI scanner, are mainly due two causes:

- the first cause is linked to the absolute value of the magnetic field intensity. The relax-

ation rate can dramatically vary with magnetic field and in many molecules of interest,

the nuclear relaxation T1 becomes very short at low magnetic field. In the extreme case,

the sample could cross a region where B0 ∼ 0 which would lead to a degeneration of the

levels of the spin system, completely destroying the polarization;

- the second cause originates from the rapid time variation of the coupling between

nuclear spins and external magnetic field during sample transfer, i.e. if the quantum

mechanical adiabatic condition is not fulfilled3;4. If the external magnetic field experi-

enced by the nuclear spins, and thus the Zeeman Hamiltonian varies too rapidly, the

nuclear magnetization will not be colinear with the external field. A loss of polarization

is produced because the spin state cannot continuously stay in an eigenstate of the local

Hamiltonian and consequently a high rate of transition is induced.

In the case of the present system, i.e. a polarizer placed in the fringe field of an unshielded

14.1T magnet, the absolute value of the magnetic field intensity never decreases below 50−
100G .

The fringe field generated by the MRI scanner in figure 6.1-left across the room where the

polarizer is located is relatively intense. The 50G line of the 14.1T MRI scanner is located more

than 6m away from the magnet. In addition, the fringe field generated by the 5T polarizer

magnet shown in figure 6.1-right, adds up. The sum of the two fringe fields added keeps the

overall field above 50G all along the path of the transfered hyperpolarized solution. This field

is large enough to limit losses caused by T1 relaxation to less than ten percent in molecules

like
[
1−13C

]
-acetate 5.
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Figure 6.1: Left: diagram of the fringe field (green: region above 50G for the isolated 14.1T
magnet) generated by the 14.1T MRI scanner (black rectangle) across the room where the
polarizer (red circle) is located. The blue line represents the hyperpolarized solution transfer
path. Right: image of 5T magnet with the DNP polarizer inserted and storage dewar on the
side. The red circle represents the 50G limit for the isolated 5T magnet.

However, care must be taken to avoid polarization losses due to the rapid field variations

linked to the adiabatic condition. The field variation can be decomposed in two parts: the

component parallel to ~B (t ), ~B‖ (t ), which modifies the energy of the spin states but do not

cause transitions and the component perpendicular to ~B (t ), ~B⊥ (t ), which induces transitions.

For our purposes, the adiabatic condition can be written as:

∫ E
(∣∣~B⊥(t )

∣∣2
)

∣∣~B (t )
∣∣ d t ¿ 1 (6.1)

where: E
(∣∣~B⊥(t )

∣∣2
)

is the expectation value of the square of the magnetic field variation

perpendicular to the actual ~B(t ) direction. This is proportional to the instantaneous transition

probability per unit of time according to the Fermi’s golden rule. The integral has to be

taken along the transfer path of the hyperpolarized solution. If the condition is not met, the

spins states have not enough time to follow the varying Hamiltonian eigenstates. This causes

transitions that do not conserve energy, and can lead to severe loss of polarization.

To minimize relaxation caused by the two effects described above the best strategy

consists in:

- maximizing the speed and minimizing the transfer path length, and thus time, of the

transfer. This can be obtained by shortening the transfer line;

- define a transfer path where the field intensity
∣∣~B (t )

∣∣ is as large as possible at all loca-
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tions;

- avoid the regions that are too close to sources of large magnetic field gradient, in partic-

ular the magnetic parts of the frame surrounding the MRI scanner.

Optimized setup

The main challenge associated with the installation of the setup was to determine a

path across the Faraday cage surrounding the MR scanner room that complies with the two

limitations described above, i.e. minimum length of the transfer path and minimum external

magnetic field variation along the path. The locations where a high field gradient is present

are the surrounding of the metallic pillars of the frame structure and the space close to the

waveguides crossing the frame itself.

Figure 6.2: Transfer path (green line) in the polarizer room (left) and in the MRI scanner room
(right). A) waveguide used for the transfer line to cross the Faraday cage; B) metallic pillars.

The transfer line shown in green in figure 6.2, was as short as possible. It passes through

the outer wooden wall and turns around the metallic pillars (B) at a distance of about 20cm.

Because the pillars are magnetized from the interactions with the field of the scanner, the stray

field experienced by the spins in the hyperpolarized solutions is highly distorted in the vicinity

of the pillars. It is thus necessary to avoid placing the transfer line at proximity of the pillars.

The line was placed away from the metallic waveguide (A) surface and passed exactly in its

central axis for the same reasons, although the magnetization is relatively low in aluminum

alloys. Finally, the line comes out of the frame into the 14.1T MR scanner room from the

waveguide in figure 6.2-A at a position close to the axis of the 14.1T magnet and goes straight

to the infusion pump located inside the magnet bore near the isocenter.

The syringe pump was placed outside of the 14.1T MR scanner room to avoid accidents

and interferences with the pump. The line used to push the piston of the infusion pump
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passed through the same waveguide as the one used for the transfer line.

With respect to the already installed setup 1 the optimal transfer time was increased to 5 s

due to the increased length of the transfer line that is about 7m long. To obtain this timing, the

helium gas pressure maintained during transfer had to be increased to 6.5bar . These settings

allows to collect 2mL of the hypepolarized solution into the infusion pump in the 14.1T MR

scanner.

6.2 Results

In vitro

A sample of 4.5 M
[
1−13C

]
-acetate in 2 : 1 D2O:d6-ethanol with 33mM TEMPOL has

been DNP polarized in the 5T prepolarizer at 1.1±0.05K . The solid-state polarization build-

up curve, obtained with single low flip angle (θ < 5◦) pulses, for the acetate sample is presented

in figure 6.3-A in black. The data were fitted with a mono-exponential function to determine

the build-up time constant TB = 1750±40 s. Figure 6.3-B shows the DNP enhanced spectrum

obtained by a single measurement on the polarized sample.

To assess the polarization losses during the dissolution procedure a polarization measure-

ment was performed directly into the infusion pump in the 14.1T MR scanner. The hardware

and procedure used for this measurement is essentially identical to the ones described in an

early publication6. Once the hyperpolarized solution was transfered into the infusion pump,

a train of calibrated θ = 10◦ pulses was applied every 3 s to measure the signal intensity decay.

Once the 13C polarization relaxed to thermal equilibrium, a series of π/2 pulses was applied

every 5T1 and the signals were averaged to determine the thermally polarized signal.

Finally the enhancement ε was calculated, accounting for the different pulses used in

the two measurements, through:

ε = SDN P
Sth ·sinθ

εR = 14.1T
9.4T ·ε

(6.2)

where: SDN P is the maximum signal obtained after the first pulse, Sth is the averaged thermal

signal and εR is the equivalent enhancement that would have been obtained in a field of 9.4T ,

to perform comparison with previous measurements made with the same sample on the PSI

polarizer coupled to the 9.4T MR scanner. For a direct comparison it is also necessary to

consider the additional losses of polarization due to the longer transfer path.

The results of the test dissolution and transfer in the infusion pump are shown in fig-

ure 6.3. The signal decay (C) was fitted with a mono-exponential function to obtain a T1 = 11.7 s

after correction for the effect of RF pulses. The calculated enhancement from the signal shown
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Chapter 6. Hyperpolarized 13C NMR at 14.1T

Figure 6.3: A) buildup time course for acetate solid-state polarization; B) solid-state 1K acetate
spectrum; C) time course of hyperpolarization decay in the infusion pump; D) hyperpolarized
and rescaled thermal signal in the infusion pump overlapped.

in (D) was ε= 7′800. Rescaling this value, the enhancement would correspond, in the 9.4T

MR scanner, to a value of εR = 11′700. Furthermore if we consider the additional loss in the

transfer line due to the longer transfer time, εR is coherent with the results obtained in the

system coupled to the 9.4T scanner.

These results show that the path chosen for the transfer does not produce significant

effects on the polarization and the system is suitable for in vivo experiments.

In vivo

An in vivo experiment on rat leg muscle with femoral vein cannulation was performed.

1.6mL of the solution obtained from dissolving the same sample as described in the previous

section was injected in the femoral vein of a rat and the acquisition performed with a single

loop 13C coil.

Figure 6.4: Left: anatomic proton image of the rat leg muscle; Right: A) signal decay of the
hyperpolarized

[
1−13C

]
-acetate peak with an in vivo T1 = 7±0.3 s; B) sum of the signal of all

the spectra.
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6.3. In vivo outlook

Figure 6.4-A shows the anatomic proton image of the rat leg where the surface coil

sensitivity is maximum. On Figure 6.4-B a time course of the signal obtained from calibrated

10◦ flip angle pulses is presented. The protocol used was essentially identical to the one

used in previous rat muscle experiments7. In this experiment the shimming quality was not

sufficient to obtain a low enough metabolites peaks linewidth to detect acetate metabolites

signals. Although optimization is still required we demonstrated the feasibility of dissolution

DNP at 14.1T MRI scanner field.

6.3 In vivo outlook

The aim of this section is to demonstrate the possibility to resolve peaks of
[
1−13C

]
-acetate

metabolites in vivo in muscles.

The 13C at a R −COO− site (carboxyl functional group) is surrounded only by atoms without

spin (16O and 12C ). For this reason it has a relatively long T1 in liquid state thus making acetate

and its metabolites ideal candidates for observation in dissolution DNP techniques. In addi-

tion, because it is spatially isolated from other nuclear magnetic moments, the 13C resonances

of acetate and its metabolites are spectrally very close to one another, with a chemical shift of

about 182 ppm (see table 6.1).

Molecule Chemical shift

Acetate 182.6
Citrate 179.7

2-oxo Glutarate 182.5
Glutamate 182.4

Butyrate 185.0

Table 6.1: List of chemical shifts of 13C in some R−13COOH molecules.

Glutamate is a metabolite that is present in sufficiently large concentration that it can

usually be detected following the injection of
[
1−13C

]
-acetate8 without hyperpolarization.

Since its chemical shift is only 0.2 ppm away from acetate, it is challenging to resolve this

metabolite signal in vivo when a large signal from the hyperpolarized substrate is hinder-

ing the small peaks. In a 9.4T MRI scanner, previous experiments in the rat heart9 have

shown that the glutamate peak is clearly visible when
[
1−13C

]
-butyrate is injected instead of[

1−13C
]
-acetate. In muscles it was indeed not possible to see the glutamate peak after the

injection of
[
1−13C

]
-acetate 7.

Increasing the field to 14.1T enhances the spectral dispersion due to chemical shift of

about 50% allowing to resolve acetate metabolites. The protocol for the in vivo experiments

performed in further optimizations will be essentially identical to the one used in previous rat

muscle experiments 7.
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7 MRI segmentation method for granu-
lar material reconstruction

Abstract

Granular materials are complex systems composed by a large number of particles that

interact mainly via contact forces 1–3. Furthermore, the large number of particles suggests that

statistical effects could provide an explanation of the observed thermodynamical features.

Unfortunately, the nature of granular samples makes direct observation of their inner structure

a very complex task. By using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), we observed a granular sys-

tem in a non-destructive, non-invasive way. In the past, mainly due to resolution constraints,

the MRI approach was only used to study average dynamics of flows in granular media 4;5.

In this work, we show a method, based on real space thresholded Hough transform, to extract

and completely reconstruct sphere by sphere the complete 3D structure of millimeter sized

granular media. The measured data allow us to access both global and local properties of

static granular media.
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Chapter 7. MRI segmentation method for granular material reconstruction

7.1 Methodology

Our sample is composed of 3mm nominal diameter d plastic spheres (polyoxymethy-

lene). The average beads volume was measured directly through the Archimede’s method, to

obtain a value of Vb = 14.348mm3 thus a diameter of d = 3.015±0.005mm. This correction

is about 1.5% with respect to the nominal volume and must be taken into account in all the

determinations involving the density or scaling through the beads diameter.

Figure 7.1: Left: cylindrical sample holder for MRI measurements. Right: example of an
acquired horizontal slice.

The phantom is a horizontal cylindrical container, shown in Figure 7.1-left. It contains

another vertical cylinder to actually contain the plastic spheres.

The outer horizontal cylinder is filled with D2O. On one hand, due to the absence of protons,

this avoids the presence of high amount of unwanted signal originating outside the region

actually containing the beads. On the other hand the horizontal cylinder is the ideal shape

to obtain a good shimming because of the shimming coil geometry, based on cylindrical

harmonics, and because it is pretty homogeneous, being the electric and magnetic properties

of D2O very close to ones of the solution in the central cylinder.

The central, vertical, cylinder is filled with beads poured in a water solution of 40mM

of CuSO4 used as relaxing agent in order to speed up the acquisition. The proton relaxation

times at this concentration are roughly T1 ∼ T2 ∼ 20ms.

Since our purpose consists on demonstrating the technique, the beads are placed in the

container with the CuSO4 solution and then compacted through a mild shaking overnight

without aiming at a particularly high compaction.
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7.2. Reconstruction algorithm

MRI acquisition

The packings were scanned in a Siemens 7T clinical scanner using a birdcage MRI

volume coil 6 (designed to accommodate a human head). The 3D images were then acquired

using a standard Gradient Echo Imaging (GRE) 7 technique (T R = 50ms, T E = 3.79ms, total

acquisition time 6h).

Figure 7.2: Gradient echo sequence: A) volume selection RF pulse and gradient GS which
rotates only those spins in the imaged volume of the object; B) phase encoding gradient in
dimension 1 GS and in dimension 2 Gφ, the gradient on GF is used to create the echo exactly in
the center of the acquisition time; C) acquisition period, the spatial information is frequency
encoded by GF and an echo is acquired. T R and T E are the repetition time and the echo time
respectively.

The output 3D matrix (Figure 7.1-right) consisted of a water density map with an isotropic

resolution of 0.2mm ∼ d/15. The dark zones give, by contrast, the volume occupied by the

beads. The presence of only D2O in the outer cylinder produces the complete absence of

spurious signal outside the beads region. Furthermore, the cylindrical shape of the phantom

allows for a very good shimming decreasing distortions. Both resolution and contrast are high

enough to reconstruct the structure with very high precision.

7.2 Reconstruction algorithm

The raw data matrix Ir (x, y, z) (Figure 7.1-right) is treated as a full 3D image in the follow-

ing way.
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Chapter 7. MRI segmentation method for granular material reconstruction

3D acquired matrix treshold

A binary local threshold, based on two parameters, was applied to the raw data.

We start determining a local threshold value associated to each voxel. Each voxel is compared

to the maximum and minimum values of other voxels at a distance lower than a certain radius:

T
(
x, y, z

) = (
max

(
Ir

(
x ′, y ′, z ′))−min

(
Ir

(
x ′, y ′, z ′))) · t +

+ min
(
Ir

(
x ′, y ′, z ′)) (7.1)

where: T
(
x, y, z

)
is the threshold value for the examined voxel

(
x, y, z

)
; 0 < t < 1 is a free

parameter; maxima and minima are taken with the condition
∣∣(x −x ′, y − y ′, z − z ′)∣∣< RT ; RT ,

the second free parameter, is the threshold radius used.

Based on the local thresholds T
(
x, y, z

)
of equation 7.1, the voxel of the thresholded

image It is then set to 1 only if its value is below the threshold (the voxel of the acquired image

Ir
(
x ′, y ′, z ′) is recognized as black meaning is inside a sphere) 0 otherwise:

It
(
x, y, z

)= θ (
T

(
x, y, z

)− Ir
(
x, y, z

))
(7.2)

where: θ (·) is the Heaviside function. All the voxels of the thresholded image It to which a

value of 1 is associated, were positively recognized as inside a bead.

With this definition the parameter t can be interpreted as the thresholding strength. t = 0

and t = 1 are extreme cases producing a complete black or white It
(
x, y, z

)
respectively.

A global threshold cannot be applied efficiently, due to the presence of non negligible

variation in brightness along the acquired image. The local threshold is then necessary to

compensate these changes.

In our case the choice of the free parameters is not extremely critical for the thresholding

quality:

- the thresholding radius in equation 7.1 has to be chosen RT > d/2 to comprehend voxels

filled with water even when the voxels in exam is exactly in the center of a plastic sphere.

The criterion we chose is to keep RT as low as possible keeping a large enough number

of water filled voxels to obtain a reliable estimate of max
(
Ir

(
x ′, y ′, z ′)) for the region,

also in the worst case of a (x, y, z) voxel in a bead center. We used RT = 1.5d for all the

determinations;

- the results are not strongly dependent on the thresholding strength t while in the range

0.25 < t < 0.75. Increasing t produces an increase in the apparent bead size and blurs
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7.2. Reconstruction algorithm

the contact points making them bigger. On the other hand decreasing t helps in separate

the spheres but with the drawback of losing positive matches in voxels into the beads.

Thanks to the high Contrast to Noise Ratio (CNR) of the acquired images, and to limit

the arbitrariness of the parameters choice, we kept the value at t = 0.5.

Real space spherical thresholded Hough transform

At this stage the image It obtained from equation 7.2 still shows the beads regions

touching, making difficult to define and separate the different beads.

To obtain a good separation we chose to perform a thresholded spherical Hough trans-

form 8 in real space to It . Also this is a two free parameters transformation.

This treatment has the objective to identify voxels close to the spheres centers. In this way

isolated agglomerates of voxels are produced. These agglomerated are then easily recognized

and associated to a bead center.

First the sum of the values of It within a certain distance RH from the voxel
(
x, y, z

)
in

exam is calculated.

Then the corresponding voxel of the transformed image IH is set to 1 only if the number of

active voxels is over a certain fraction of the total volume h, 0 otherwise:

H
(
x, y, z

) = ∑
It

(
x ′, y ′, z ′)θ (

RH − ∣∣(x −x ′, y − y ′, z − z ′)∣∣)
nH = nH

(
x, y, z

) = ∑
θ

(
RH − ∣∣(x −x ′, y − y ′, z − z ′)∣∣) (7.3)

where: H is the value of the spherical Hough transform with a radius of RH and nH is the

number of summed voxels. θ
(
RH − ∣∣(x −x ′, y − y ′, z − z ′)∣∣) is the kernel of the spherical Hough

transform.

Then after the transformation, the threshold is applied similarly to equation 7.2 to obtain

again a binary image:

IH
(
x, y, z

)= θ (
H

(
x, y, z

)
nH

−h

)
(7.4)

where: IH is the image after the thresholded Hough transform and h is the threshold value.

IH in equation 7.4 shows almost spherical shaped agglomerates of voxels separated by

more than d/4.

In this case, although the parameters resembles the ones used for the first threshold,

they have a different meaning and their choice is much more critical to obtain agglomerates
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Chapter 7. MRI segmentation method for granular material reconstruction

that are on one hand well separated, and on the other hand as big as possible to increase the

reconstruction precision:

- the spherical Hough transform radius RH in equation 7.3 has to be chosen carefully: if it

is too big the average is done on a wide region, blurring the results; if it is too small the

voxel agglomerates obtained are not well separated because the contact region between

beads is bigger than the Hough transform radius.

To optimize this parameter we repeated the reconstruction with a wide set of diameters

and chose a value in between the range in which the previous conditions of good sepa-

ration and biggest volumes were satisfied. We used RT = 1
3 d for all the determinations;

- with a careful choice of RH , the results are not strongly dependent on the thresholding

strength h while it is close enough to 1. The hough transform H
(
x, y, z

)
in equation 7.3

consists basically of sharp, roughly circular regions of diameter smaller than the beads

diameter, surrounded by values sensibly lower. Setting 0.9 < h < 0.99 does not change

much the transformation quality, while lower values start to produce connected voxel

agglomerates. We kept this value at h = 0.975 for all the determinations.

The image is then post processed to get rid of every signal coming from outside the

sample volume and to eliminate isolated voxel. The number of isolated voxels, located in the

space between beads, were only a small fraction of the number of beads. On average a cluster

was composed by more than a hundred voxels.

Beads center determination

The agglomerates produced in the binary image IH are then associated to a bead with

center in the agglomerate center of mass.

To ensure the perfect reconstruction of the sample we used a very conservative strategy.

In the first step we identified every agglomerate of voxels with a simple connectivity criterion.

Then we determined the properties of the agglomerate (e.g. minimum bounding sphere radius,

sphericity, minimum distance between other agglomerates, number of voxels) and only if all

the parameters were in a meaningful range (e.g. minimum bounding sphere radius lower than

beads radius) then the agglomerate was positively recognized as a sphere.

All the remaining non-recognized agglomerates were then 3D plotted and a manual check

done. Normally the unrecognized agglomerates are composed by some 5 beads at most

and they reside close to the cylinder walls or the bottom surface. The presence of these

unrecognized connected agglomerates of beads is mainly due to not perfect signal cleaning

outside the sample region.

The absence of unrecognized agglomerates inside the sample region guarantees that no

sphere was missed in the reconstruction.

All the data processing was performed using a C program written ad-hoc that manages all
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7.3. Data analysis and results

the calculation from the initial 3D matrix Ir
(
x, y, z

)
to the list of coordinates of beads centers.

On average a complete reconstruction of a 15′000 beads sample with a MRI resolution d/15

takes about one hour on a desktop dual core PC with the algorithm scaling roughly linearly

with the image volume or number of beads.

7.3 Data analysis and results

The mathematical and geometrical analyses of the spheres position were based on the

sphere-sphere correlation function and on Voronoi polyhedra space decomposition respec-

tively.

Modified correlation function

The two body correlation function f (r ) is defined as:

f (r ) =
〈

Nδ (r ) ·Vb

Vδ (r )

〉
(7.5)

where: Vδ (r ) is the volume of the spherical shell of average radius r and thickness δ centered

in the bead center; Nδ (r ) is the number of sphere centers located within the distance interval(
r − δ

2 ,r + δ
2

)
; the average value (indicated with 〈·〉 ) is taken over all the spheres located

within the actual region of interest (ROI). The shell thickness δ was adjusted to obtain a good

compromise between noise and resolution (in our case δ∼ 10−3d).

The function f (r ) contains information about local structure, medium range order and long

range average sample density. It can only be calculated for particles that are at least at a

distance r from the ROI borders thus significantly decreasing the quantity of useful spheres

available for long range determinations, especially in small-sized ROI.

To overcome this limitation of equation 7.5, following the idea of Scott 9, we introduced a

corrected correlation function fc (r ) that overrides the limitation through the substitution of

Vδ (r ) by V i nt
δ

(r ) , its fraction intersecting the ROI, such as to have:

fc (x) =
〈

Nδ (x) ·Vb

V i nt
δ

(x)

〉
(7.6)

where we define x = r
d to normalize the distances by the sphere diameter and thus have a

general expression that is independent of the sphere size.

With the corrected correlation function in equation 7.6 the number of beads available

for determination for high values of x is considerably increased, especially in small sized-ROIs

the increase of precision can be close to an order of magnitude.
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This allows to use the correlation function to precisely determine a boundary effects free

sample density even for dataset of only 1′000 ∼ 1′500 spheres.

Finally, defining P1 as the exact position of the center of the sharp peak close to x ∼ 1

(obtained by a Gaussian fitting on the top part to avoid tail distorsions) we can rescale fc (x) in

the following way:

x ′ = x
P1

f ′
c

(
x ′) = fc (x ′)

ρ

(7.7)

to obtain a correlation function f ′
c

(
x ′) corrected for the overall sample density and for the

average quasi-mechanical nearest neighbors distance represented by P1.

Voronoi space decomposition

A geometrical analysis based on Voronoi polyhedra 10 was performed to extract structural

information from our data.

Given a set of sphere centers, the Voronoi polyhedron associated to each sphere can be defined

as the polyhedron which points are closer to the sphere center in exam, than all the other

centers.

An operational way to determine a Voronoi polyhedron is to consider all the vectors con-

necting the sphere centers to the sphere in exam; then for each connecting vector a plane is

constructed perpendicular to the vector and intersecting its middle point. The Voronoi poly-

hedron for that sphere is given by the volume, comprising the bead center in exam, enclosed

by all the planes.

Then from the Voronoi polyhedron volume Vi of the i th bead, a local density can be

defined as:

ρi = πd 3

6Vi
(7.8)

then dividing by the average density:

ρ̃i = ρi〈
ρi

〉 (7.9)

we obtain a set of single bead rescaled average density ρ̃i which distribution can be compared

across samples with different average densities.
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The spheres generating Voronoi polyhedron faces are defined as geometrical neighbors

of the bead in exam 10.

From these we can calculate the values of Steinhardth order parameters Ql defined as follows:

Ylm = e i mϕP m
l (cosθ)

qlm = 1
Nb

∑Nb

j=1 Ylm
(
r j

)
Ql =

√
4π

2l+1

∑l
m=−l

∣∣qlm
∣∣2

(7.10)

where: P m
l are the Legendre polynomial of order l , θ and φ are the polar angles of the vectors

r j connecting the center of bead i with the centers of its Nb geometrical neighbors j . The

definition of Ql is independent of the reference frame used.

These parameter are often used to determine local ordering in disordered structures. qlm

can discriminate between solid-like and liquid-like ordering. Ql are indicators very sensitive

to crystalline structures. Depending on the order l used they can be more sensitive to different

crystalline geometries.

In our work we choose l = 4 and l = 6 since the first is very sensitive to cubic-like lattices and

the latter to icosahedral structures with 6-fold or 12-fold symmetries common in granular

packings.

Results

We prepared three packings with different densities. The densities were chosen in order

to be representative of the upper half of the range of disordered sphere packings, between

the limits defined by the Random Loose Packing (RLP)11;12, and the Random Close Packing

(RCP)12–14. To avoid boundary effects, the reconstructed packings were cropped. For each

sample we defined a cylindrical region of interest (ROI), the surface of which was chosen to be

4 diameters away from the packing boundaries (container walls and packing top surface) and

we discarded all spheres outside the ROI.

In Figure 7.3-A a typical reconstruct sphere packing of about 15′000 spheres is shown.

The entire region of interest (ROI), at 4 bead diameters from the borders is shown in color. The

different color tones correspond to spheres at increasing distance from the ROI center. The

gray spheres, outside the ROI were discarded for the analyses.

In Figure 7.3-BC a typical corrected correlation function fc (x) (see equation 7.6) is shown.

The main information extracted from these data are higlighted in colors:

- red: average density;

- green: amplitude decay envelope;
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Figure 7.3: A: Computer-generated image of a reconstructed packing. B: Corrected correlation
function fc (x) calculated for a typical sample. C: detail of fc (x).

- magenta: Gaussian fit of the peak at x ∼ 1;

- blue region: observations on additional peaks on top of decay envelope. These peaks,

located about x = {p
2;
p

3;2;
p

5; ...
}
, are fingerprints of local crystalline order.

All spheres lying inside each ROI defined our entire samples respectively (in color in

Figure 7.3-A). The samples were treated as a whole and we also analyzed subROIs determined

by evenly dividing the entire ROI with two horizontal planes to obtain three subsamples

composed of the upper, middle and lower part of the entire sample.

Figure 7.4: C: Inverse estimated first shell volume P−3
1 as a function of the average density ρ.

D: Detail of the shape of f ′
c (x) around x ∼ 2. A: Renormalized average single-particle density

ρ̃N as a function of the number of faces N of Voronoi polyhedra. B: Distribution P (N ) of the
number of faces of the Voronoi polyhedra; vertical bars represent standard deviation for entire
samples, the data corresponding to the 3 entire samples are linked by straight segments as
guide for the eyes.

In Figure 7.4 some results of the relevant parameters are shown. Each color represents a

sample and each symbols corresponds to a specific part of the samples (� entire samples,N
upper part, middle part,H lower part).
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7.4. Conclusions and outlook

The value of P 3
1 can be used to estimate the average volume of the first shell of neighbors

of a bead. The inverse of this volume, linked to the short-range correlations, is plotted in

Figure 7.4-C for each sample and their fractional parts as a function of the average density ρ,

which is an indicator of how beads arrange in the long-range. The results revealed a strong

and approximately linear correlation between P−3
1 and ρ in the range 0.6 < ρ < 0.64.

The rescaled correlation functions f ′
c (x) match both the period and amplitude of the

oscillations in the region close to x ∼ 2 as can be seen in Figure 7.4-D. Furthermore with the

change x → x
P1

, correlation functions from different samples are better superimposed also for

higher values of x.

Voronoi polyhedra represent the geometrical structure not only at a local scale (x ∼ 1)

but also up to a distance of x ∼ 1.8−2.0, mixing information related to the first shell and the

mesoscopic region.

For all entire samples and their partial volumes we observed that ρ̃N in Figure 7.4-A only

varies by less than 10% over the whole range of N in which we have a significant number of

measured polyhedra (11 ≤ N ≤ 16). The maximum of the average density is found at N = 12.

As for the rescaled correlation function f ′
c (x), the renormalized single-particle density ρ̃N is

essentially identical for all samples and their subsamples. In addition, P (N ) appears to be

independent on the sample density.

7.4 Conclusions and outlook

The present study reveals a strong correlation between the volume of the shell defined

by the nearest neighbors (first shell) and the average density of the sample. To the best of our

knowledge, this scaling relation is reported for the first time.

Even if it is a well known fact for molecular liquids, it had been conjectured for granulars in

the sixties, and subsequently abandoned. This is the first time it is directly observed in a real

granular material. In general, the common belief is that the variations in densities for granular

system is due to a geometrical evolution in the structure. This is in strong contrast to our

observations.

The high degree of monodispersion of the beads we used, together with the high precision

of the reconstruction method we proposed are crucial in obtaining the present result.

The acquisition time associated with our technique is quite long (about 6h) to obtain

high spatial resolution. Although the relaxation time of protons could be further decreased

adding more CuS04, there are specific limitations due to the duty cycle of the gradient coils of

the MRI scanner, preventing from potential drastic decrease of the repetition time.

DNP could help to overcome these difficulties: a possible application could be the use of long

relaxation time nuclei (such as 6Li ) to perform X-nuclei imaging in the solution surrounding

the granular material. This would permit very fast acquisitions thanks to the higher SNR,
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allowing to increase the sample size and the resolution of the initial image.
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8 Conclusions and Outlooks

In this thesis we covered many aspects of dissolution DNP ranging from hardware devel-

opment to in vivo application and imaging, including solid-state NMR measurements and in

vitro applications.

We implemented a highly automated system with a minimal user interaction for the

cryogenic management. The procedures involved in the cryogenic and dissolution have been

simplified with respect to the previous design, allowing for easier system handling and high

customizability. The successful coupling of the new prepolarizer setup to a 14.1T scanner

allowed us to obtain the first in vivo hyperpolarized 13C measurements in such a high-field

system. Following the injection of hyperpolarized
[
1−13C

]
-acetate it was possible to observe

the metabolite signal in rat skeletal muscle with an enhancement factor of about 8′000.

Although before using this setup for routine in vivo experiments some optimizations of the

probe will be required to achieve narrower metabolites linewidth, it should be possible to

exploit the higher spectral resolution associated to the higher external magnetic field. It should

be particularly well adapted to the study of substrates for which the metabolic products have

chemical shifts very close to one another or to the substrate. To further improve the present

prepolarizer hardware, we could consider the completion of the automation process, replacing

the manually operated valves with electro-valves and servo motors. These improvements

would lead to a completely automated system with the possibility to schedule operations via

the software interface.

As for the solid-state NMR measurements, the method developed in this thesis could

allow to perform enhancement measurements before each dissolution experiment; for an

exact quantification of the amount of polarization achieved inside the polarizer. Implementing
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such a measurement before each dissolution will increase the precision and reproducibility of

in vitro and in vivo experiments.

We demonstrated the feasibility of using 6Li to probe blood oxygenation levels in rat and

human blood in vitro. The T1 difference between oxygenated and de-oxygenated blood, in the

order of 20%, could be exploited in future applications to probe and image tissue oxygenation

in vitro and possibly in vivo, with applications to the detection of tumors or ischemic regions.

We also proposed the use of partial Hartmann-Hahn polarization transfer from 15N to
1H in hyperpolarized 15N -choline. This, in connection with the very long T1 of 15N in choline

and the high 1H spectral dispersion of its metabolites, allows to probe choline metabolism

for very long times. A potential application of this work could be an in vitro study of choline

metabolism of brain cells homogenates.

Finally we demonstrated that MRI can be used to study the internal structure of granular

materials. We developed an acquisition and reconstruction method to determine the exact

3D position of of up to 104 spheres contained in granular samples with a very high precision.

This precision allowed us to study the structural characteristics of granular samples and

observe correlations previously hidden within the measurement uncertainty. Based on this

method, experiments could be designed to observe the structural properties and effects of

compaction dynamics on granular samples close to the random close packing state or in

partially crystalline form. Furthermore, dissolution DNP could be used to design experiments

on fluidized beds coupled to very high speed acquisition schemes, exploiting the high signal

obtained from hyperpolarization and the long relaxation time of nuclei such as 6Li .
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A Polarizer development

The development of the control and management hardware and procedures, for the

system described in Chapter 2, will be covered in detail starting from the electronic system

capabilities and instruments connected. Then the software GUI and the procedures already

implemented will be presented. Finally possible hardware improvements to enhance automa-

tion will be briefly discussed.

A.1 Electronic box

All the system hardware is interfaced to a PC by mean of an electronic box. The box

manages directly all the different instruments, sensors and actuators of both cryostat and

dissolution insert. This setup avoids the use of multiple commercial readers decreasing the

overall costs and increasing the possibilities of control of the system.

Figure A.1: Electronic box interfacing hardware instruments: left, front panel with LED indica-
tors; right, rear panel with connectors and USB interface.

In Figure A.1 the front and rear panel of the electronic box are shown. This box directly

controls different commercial instruments, as well as custom made probes:

1. Cryostat

Temperature:

- the temperature of the Separator is monitored by measuring the resistance of

a calibrated Temperature Resistor;
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Appendix A. Polarizer development

- at the bottom of the cryostat, close to the sample, the temperature is moni-

tored by mean of another calibrated Temperature Resistor;

- the main insert top plate temperature is monitored trough a Pt 100 resistor;

- in the Outer Vacuum Chamber the temperatures of the two Radiation Screens

are monitored by mean of two Pt 1000 resistors;

Helium Level: using a Superconductive wire stick it is possible to relate the measured

resistance with the lenght of wire outside liquid helium. To perform the measure-

ment a constant current is sent for several seconds to heat the superconductive

wire outside liwuid helium above the superconductive transition. After stabiliza-

tion the resistance of the wire outside the helium bath is measured with the same

current used to warm up and the helium level deduced:

Pressure: the Sample Space pressure is measured by two manometers,

- a Thermovac for the low vacuum range;

- a Ceravac for the medium vacuum range;

2. Flow Box

Flow Regulation:

- a high capacity flowmeter is controlled to set the flow pumped from the

Sample Space;

- a low capacity flowmeter is controlled to set the flow pumped from the Sepa-

rator;

Pumping Path:

- an electro-mechanic valve sitting close to the Sample Space outlet is operated

to isolate the cryostat from the flowbox during the polarization procedure;

- a three way valve is operated to switch the Sample Space line connection to

the pumping line or to the pressurization/recovery path;

- a three way valve is operated to switch the Separator line connection to the

pumping line or to the pressurization/recovery path;

- a three way valve is operated to switch the recovery path to be pressurize or

connected to the helium recovery line;

Rotary/Root Pumps: can be switched on and off by a dedicated electronics, if the

pumping system supports this feature;

3. Dissolution Management

Dissolution insert:

- a Pt100 resistor is used to monitor the boiler temperature;

- a manometer is used to monitor the pressure in the boiler;

- a resistive heating wire is powered to heat up the water in the boiler;
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- a push button is monitored to allow the user to trigger the dissolution proce-

dure;

Pneumatic valves: are operated by an electro-mechanic hub with 4 compressed air

lines;

Syringe pump: is interfaced to send the start/stop triggers and reading the pump status;

Bubble detector: is monitored to stop the infusion pump in case a bubble is formed in

the infusion line;

Console trigger: can be sent both trough a BNC and/or an optical fiber connectors;

A.2 Software

A custom made software standalone Graphical User Interface (GUI) was developed,

in the Labview™programming environment, to manage all the cryogenic and dissolution

operations on the cryostat.

Figure A.2: Front panel of the Cryostat Management Software.

In Fig. A.2 the front panel of the software is presented.

The software is designed to be a "one click - one operation" interface. It is higly customiz-

able trough a configuration file that can be changed during runtime. The system parameters

and the operations executed are logged in a text file.

It is arranged in two separate parts following the logical scheme of the setup.

Cryogenic Management

The left part is used to monitor the cryostat and control the cryogenic operations. The

controls are located in the top part and follows the main operations and states in which the
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cryostat can be operated; every button changes the state automatically, with a reminder of

the few manual operation needed to be done before the status changes. The monitoring part

shows at a glance all the relevant parameters measured on the cryostat allowing the operator

to easily notice eventual problems of the system.

Idle : the Sample Space as well as the Separator are connected to the recovery line. This is

the state the system should be in when the cryostat is not used or for room temperature

operations:

Standby : the Sample Space is connected to the recovery line and the Separator is pumped by

the membrane pump. This is the state the system should be in when no operations are

in progress and the cryostat should be kept at low temperature (around 40 ∼ 60K ).

Flush : this procedure pumps out the air from the system and re-pressurizes the cryostat with

helium gas. It must be run after each operation that involved opening the system to air.

- Slow Flushing: is the slowest protocol but it does not need the presence of an

operator;

- Fast Flushing: is the fastest protocol. It requires less pump-pressurize cycles, but

the user has to perform more manual operations;

SS Operations: this procedure always has to be run before the Sample Space is opened to air

while it is cold, e.g. when the operator wants to insert a sample in the Sample Space, or

during the dissolution procedure. The Sample Space is pressurized, preventing air to

enter it while open;

Transfer line: this procedure is used when the transfer line needs to be connected to or

disconnected from the cryostat. The Separator is pressurized, preventing air to enter it

while open;

Cooldown: this procedure is used to cool the system from room temperature to a given low

target temperature defined in the configuration file. Once the target temperature is

reached the system automatically goes in the Mantain Cold state, in which the software

monitors the temperature and cool down the system again if the temperature rises

above a threshold.

Filling: this procedure, which should only be started when the cryostat is close to liquid

helium temperatures, fills the cryostat with liquid helium up to a level preset in the

configuration file. Once the liquid helium level is above the preset level, the system

automatically goes in the Mantain full state, in which the software monitors the level

and restart the filling procedure if the level decreases below a threshold;

1K cooling: this procedure allows to reach the lowest Sample Space temperature below the

lambda point allowed by the system (the exact temperature depends on the vacuum

pumps used to pump on the superfluid helium in the Sample Space).
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The operator has to open the direct connection between the Sample Space and the big

pumping line (Figure 2.2-1) allowing the main pumping system to work at full pumping

efficiency on the liquid helium bath. Then the system will reach its base temperature

and is ready to start the polarization. The software continuously monitor the helium

level and displays it on the Helium Level bar.

MW-ON / MW-OFF: if the microwave source is supported, it can be controlled directly from

the software front panel.

Automatic pressure and temperature monitoring: the software automatically and continu-

ously monitors cryostat parameters to make sure the system is running in a safe mode.

If undesired behaviors are detected the program automatically performs emergency

procedures to prevent system failures. The emergency conditions can be controlled via

the configuration file.

Dissolution Management

The right part of the software interface, is used to control the dissolution process. In the

top part the two buttons allow to perform the two basic operations linked to the dissolution

management, while the state of the dissolution insert, syringe pump and bubble detector

are continuously monitored. To increase the flexibility of the system during this delicate

procedure, other special operations were added in the lower right part.

Clean line: this procedure is used to clean the transfer line with water to remove leftovers of

previously dissolved samples, and then to dry it with the pressurized helium gas. After

the software button is pressed, the flushing procedure takes place only after the operator

pushes the dissolution button (Fig. 2.4-E). The procedure can be aborted via the ABORT

CLEAN button. This procedure can be used either when the dissolution insert heater is

full of water (rinsing procedure) or when the heater is empty (flushing procedure).

Prepare heater: this procedure activates the heating process of the solvent used for the disso-

lution step. It pressurize the boiler with the compressed helium line and then it starts the

heating to reach and keep the pressure stable within a range defined in the configuration

file. When ready the software informs the user and waits for the dissolution button to be

pressed to start the sequence.

The heating and dissolution sequence can be aborted via the ABORT HEATING and

ABORT DISSOLUTION buttons respectively.

The dissolution can be started from the software interface via the FORCE DISSOLVE

button.

Since this is one of the most delicate operations, a number of safety checks were imple-

mented to prevent the operator to run the sequence in case an abnormal behavior is

detected.
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Dissolution sequence: in the configuration file a basic operational language was imple-

mented to define the number of stages of the dissolution sequence, as well as the

timing and the operations the software has to perform during the dissolution. With this

solution it is possible to independently control the pneumatic valves on the dissolution

insert, the syringe pump and the console triggering.

A.3 Details on cryogenic operations

All the following operations directly correspond to buttons on the Software front panel.

Where not explicitly stated, we assume the membrane pump pumping on the Separator, the

main pumping system off and the needle valves closed before and during each procedure or

state.

Idle

When the system is not used for a long time and the liquid helium dewar is not con-

nected, the cryostat is kept on Idle state: both the Sample Space and the Separator are directly

connected to the recovery line and slightly pressurized 30−100mbar above ambient pressure.

In this state the software can be stopped and the box, as well as all the pumping system can be

turned off safely.

This is the state which the Software sets after initialization. Depending on the initial temper-

ature it can be necessary to wait even up to 4 ∼ 5 days before all the cryostat parts reaches

close to room temperature. This is mandatory in case the main insert has to be removed for

maintenance.

Standby

Between experimental sessions or overnight, it is practical to leave the cryostat cold

enough to be able to rapidly restart the filling and polarization procedures. The cryostat is

kept in a "standby" state by continuously pumping a small helium flow through the Separator.

Standby is the state in which the system should be set between experiments or when not

used for short periods of time (e.g. overnight). The storage dewar must be connected and

the Separator is pumped with a low flow to keep low temperature in the top cryostat part

thus decreasing the amount of time necessary for the following cooldown. The Sample Space

remains connected to the recovery line to evacuate the boiloff of eventual liquid helium

present.

Flushing

During cryogenic operations no other gas than helium can be present in the cryostat.

This because every other gas freezes at liquid helium temperature and can possibly clamp

mobile parts or clog the tiny capillary tubes used for operations.
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Flushing procedure is used to remove the air from the cryostat and pumping lines, and replace

it with pure helium gas coming from the recovery line or an helium bottle. The rotary pump

must be turned on and both needle valves must be opened before the sequence starts

Once the button is pressed the operator can choose between the slow procedure (automatic,

time and helium consuming) or the fats procedure (requires operator interaction but is faster

and requires less cycles thus decreasing the helium consumption).

The procedure can be aborted with the dedicated button appearing in the front panel during

the sequence. At the end the system goes back to Idle state.

Sample Space Operations

This procedure is mandatory when the cryostat has to be opened even for short amount

of time for sample placement or dissolution procedure. The software arranges the connections

to pressurize the cryostat avoiding air contamination. At the end the system goes back to

Standby state.

Transfer Line

Similar to the Sample Space Operation, in this state the Separator is connected to the

overpressure line and it can be opened to place or remove the Transfer Line. It can be started

from every state and goes back to Standby state except if the 1K Cooling (see below) procedure

is running.

Cooldown

Before condensing helium, the cryostat has to be cooled down to close to liquid helium

temperature. To do so the cold helium gas coming from the storage dewar is pumped trough

the Separator and then, trough capillaries wrapped around and thermally anchored to the

main metallic parts of the cryostat to enhance the heat transfer, into the Sample Space. The

rotary pump must be turned on before the sequence starts. Both needle valves need to be

opened.

During this procedure the Separator is connected to the Sample Space and both are pumped

at a calibrated flow to obtain a good compromise between time spent for the cooldown and

helium used.

The cooldown is performed through two pumping lines:

- the first from the Separator to the membrane pump, produces a flow of cold helium

through the capillary wrapped around the top part of the cryostat. This flow cools down

the top baffles and the radiation screens in the OVC;

- the second from the Sample space to the main pumping system to lower the pressure in

the Sample Space and force the helium gas from the Separator into the Sample Space.
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The cooldown is efficient in both the top part and the tail of the cryostat thanks to the long

capillaries wrapped around and thermally anchored to the central tube; their functions is to

increase the contact surface between gas and metallic cryostat parts allowing an efficient heat

exchange in both ways: when the cold gas or liquid flows from the Separator to the Sample

Space and when the gas is pumped out of the cryostat directly from the Separator. Once the

cryostat temperature reaches the target value set in the configuration file, the software goes to

Maintain Cold state. This is the same as Standby with the difference that both needle valves

are still open and the software continuously monitor the temperature. If it increases above a

certain threshold the Cooldown procedure is restarted.

From Cooldown or Maintain Cold states, the operator can go back to Standby after closing the

needle valves or proceed with the Filling procedure.

Filling

Before starting the hyperpolarization we need to fill the Sample Space with liquid helium.

As soon as liquid helium is condensed in the Separator it can be transferred to the Sample

Space by strongly pumping on it.

This state is similar to Cooldown, with the difference that it monitors the helium level and

goes in Mantain Full state once the level is above the desired value set in the configuration file.

As well as the Mantain Cold, the Mantain Full state is basically a Standby with the needle valves

open. It turns back to Filling state if the liquid helium level drops below a certain threshold

defined in the configuration file.

The Mantain Full is very helium consuming: since the Separator is still pumped and connected

to the Sample Space, the liquid helium is slowly sucked back and wasted. To avoid that

situation it is advised to stop the Mantain Full procedure as soon as possible by going to

Standby state and to close the needle valves.

1K cooling and solid-state DNP

After the filling procedure, and with the sample and polarization hardware placed in the

cryostat, the procedure to reach the lowest allowed temperature in the helium bath can be

started with the 1K Cooling button.

On the first stage the rotary pump have to be turned on. After the sequence starts the operator

has to open the KF-50 VAT manual valve on the top cross of the cryostat. Notice that this valve

should be opened only while the software is in the 1K Cooling state to prevent helium gas

being pumped from the recovery line.

After the pressure is low enough the software isolates the Sample Space from the flow box

closing the electro-mechanic valve sitting at the exit of the Sample Space pumping line.

Furthermore, the software asks the user to turn on the root pumps to reach the lower allowed

pressure, dependent on the maximum pumping flow.

It takes several minutes to lower the pressure from 1bar to 1mbar . Once the helium bath

becomes superfluid, after the temperature has decreased below 2.17K the microwaves can
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be irradiated on the sample to start the DNP process. At the end, before exiting this state to

perform every other operation, the KF-50 VAT manual valve on the top cross must be closed

and the root pumps turned off.

Dissolution

The dissolution procedure needs to be as fast as possible to limit the polarization losses

due to T1 relaxation. The dissolution consists in blowing D2O steam at about 160−190◦C on

the frozen sample while still in the cryostat at high field, to convert it into a liquid solution

that can be quickly pushed out of the cryostat to the MRI/MRS scanner for the experiment.

The dissolution insert boiler is filled with D2O and heated to reach the target temperature.

Then the cryostat is pressurized to be opened for the dissolution insert to be inserted and

immediately the automated dissolution procedure is started.

After the dissolution was performed the cryostat can be refilled and the procedures repeated.

A.4 Outlook on automation improvements

Although the high degree of optimization obtained on the cryogenic management side,

the operator is still required to perform some actions on the cryostat.

In the following we propose some improvements that could be added to the system to let it

become a completely automated system without any need of operator interaction in normal

conditions.

The interactions still required by the operator are linked to the following component:

Needle valves: these are the most common operated components of the cryostat. They have

to be opened and closed when the cryostat goes from Standby to Cooldown and back,

preventing the cryostat to be cooled remotely. The micro-metric screws driving the

needle valves could be replaced by automated servo-motors and the electronic box

modified to handle them according to the software requirements.

This would give the operator the possibility to start remotely or schedule the beginning

of the different operations, to obtain the cryostat ready for polarization at a certain time.

This could routinely save about one hour for the initial system cooldown and filling.

Manual Valve on the top cross: although this valve is opened or closed only during at the

beginning and at the end of the 1K procedure, it requires user interaction. Furthermore

if the operator misses to close it before the software exits the 1K procedure, the main

pumping system starts to pump straight from the recovery line, with the possible risk of

contaminating the cryostat with impurities from the recovery line and of damaging the

pumping system. An electro-mechanic valve could replace the manual one, allowing for

full software control of the system and preventing mistakes and mishandling.
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Despite these two proposed improvements, the degree of automation already obtained

is very high. It was shown during the various installations mentioned in section 2.3 that,

despite the system complexity, the required installation time can be as short as a couple of

days. Furthermore only a training period of several days is enough for new operators to fully

understand the system and to be able to autonomously manage the cryostat and perform

dissolutions.
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B Steady State for evenly spaced pulses

We want to exactly determine the evolution of magnetization intensity on the z axis for

a sequence composed of a train of constant RF pulses of θ flip angle (considered instanta-

neous) evenly spaced with a repetition time of δ. The goal of this section is to obtain without

approximations the system magnetization in function of time for every choice of θ and δ.

Evolution

In the j th experiment we measure a signal proportional to the magnetization M j of the

system before the pulse is applied, multiplied by a sinθ term that accounts for the projection

on the x y plane of the magnetization flipped by an angle θ from the z axis. Since this is a

constant factor it will be omitted where not necessary, and only the behavior of M j studied.

After applying a θ flip angle pulse, the magnetization on the z axis is multiplied by a

factor cosθ. Between two pulses the magnetization on the z axis M ′
j+1 (τ) where 0 < τ < δ

relaxes according to Block equations.

We can summarize the discrete evolution of the magnetization caused by the pulse and

the free evolution:

M ′
j+1 (0) = M ′

j (δ)cosθ

M ′
j+1 (t ) = Mth −

(
Mth −M ′

j+1 (0)
)

e−
t

T1 t ∈ [0,δ]
(B.1)

where T1 is the nuclear longitudinal relaxation time, Mth is the thermal equilibrium mag-

netization and M ′
j (t ) describes the evolution of the magnetization between the j th and the(

j +1
)th pulses.
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In the following we define:

M ′
j = M ′

j (t = 0)

M j = M ′
j (t = δ)

α = cosθ

β = e−
δ

T1

(B.2)

With these definitions we obtain, for the first pulse:

M0 = M (t = 0)

M ′
1 = M0α

M1 = Mth
(
1−β) + M0αβ

(B.3)

Then for the second pulse:

M ′
2 = Mth

(
1−β)

α + M0α
2β

M2 = Mth
(
1−β) + Mth

(
1−β)

αβ + M0α
2β2

(B.4)

Finally we can give a general explicit expression for the magnetization evolution:

M j = Mth
(
1−β) j−1∑

k=0

(
αβ

)k + M0
(
αβ

) j

= Mth
1−β

1−αβ
(
1− (

αβ
) j

)
+ M0

(
αβ

) j
(B.5)

Then, defining:

Mδ,θ∞ = Mth
1−β

1−αβ

T ′
δ,θ = 1

1
T1

− l nα
δ

(B.6)
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we obtain exactly:

M j = Mδ,θ
∞ −

(
Mδ,θ

∞ −M0

)
e
− jδ

T ′
δ,θ (B.7)

that is the same as equation 3.5 if we extend the discrete jδ to continuous time t .

Now, in a typical experiment T ′
δ,θ can be easily extracted by fitting the hyperpolarized

magnetization decays and then values of T1 and θ determined from equation B.6.

Achieving the steady state

To achieve the steady state polarization we can use two strategies:

- start the pulsing sequence from an arbitrary magnetization; in this case we have to wait

about 5T ′ until M j reaches close enough to Mδ,θ∞ . The measurement performed during

the initial 5T ′ should be discarded;

- saturate the nuclei to achieve a known initial state with magnetization M0 = 0. Then

wait a time T ∗ without pulsing, for the magnetization to freely relax to Mδ,θ∞ . Once the

magnetization reaches this value the acquisition sequence can be started.

From equation B.7 we can calculate T ∗ imposing the condition:

(
1−e−

T∗
T1

)
Mth = Mδ,θ

∞ (B.8)

we obtain:

T ∗ =− ln

(
β

1−α
1−αβ

)
T1 (B.9)

for low enough δ, T ∗ is much shorter than 5T ′. T ∗ reaches a minimum for δ¿ θ ¿ 1 of

T ∗ ∼ T ′.

Measurement optimization

To determine the thermal signal, already knowing the values of T1 and θ, a single mea-

surement of a steady state signal is enough. Thus we can choose the value of δ to minimize

the overall time spent for the measurement.

To choose δ we only have to decide which measurement precision we want to achieve with
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respect to a relative scale. We can assume the unity of this scale the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)

achievable with a single π/2 pulse measurement on the thermally relaxed sample.

To calculate the number of averages needed to obtain a defined Relative SNR (RSN R) we

assume a constant noise level along all the measurements and a gaussian error propagation;

we have to consider:

- the signal measured using a θ flip angle pulse has an intensity sinθ times the π/2 pulse

measurement;

- the signal measured while the system is in the steady state originates from a magnetiza-

tion Mδ,θ∞ , lower than Mth .

So, the RSN R obtained from n measurements is given by:

RSN Rδ,θ (n) = sinθ
1−β

1−αβ
p

n (B.10)

In Section 3.2, we showed how to determine the RSN R achievable in a fixed amount

of time. Here we invert equation B.10 and solve it for a given RSNR and flip angle θ, for the

optimal δ and n to achieve the minimum overall measurement time ttot . In ttot we have to

considering both the T ∗ and the effective measurement time δn. For ease the explanation

we consider a target RSN R = 1; in Table 3.1 we give the values of all the relevant optimized

parameters for different choices of RSN R.

The effective time spent during the measurement period is:

TMeas =
[

RSN Rδ,θ

sinθ
· 1−αβ

1−β
]2

·δ= nδ (B.11)

Nevertheless what we have to minimize, in function of δ, is the total time of the experi-

ment, meaning the sum of the initial waiting time T ∗ and the time effectively spent for the

measurement TMeas :

ttot = T ∗+TMeas (B.12)

No explicit form of δθ (RSN R), in function of θ and RSN R, to minimize equation B.12

was found so the minimization was performed numerically.
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Figure B.1: Left: behavior of the optimal δOPT (black circles) that minimizes the total measure-
ment time tT OT (red crosses) in function of θ choosing RSN R = 1. The magenta horizontal
line is the limit value of the minimal tT OT for low θ. Right: number of averages needed in the
minimum measurement time conditions.

In Figure B.1-left we can see that δOPT is roughly proportional to θ2 in all the consid-

ered range, while the total measurement time tT OT reaches a minimum of about 2.6T1, for a

RSN R = 1, that is about half the 5T1 needed in the classical scheme.

From Figures B.1 we can make some observations:

- if the flip angle is θ& 30◦ the measurement time increases;

- if the flip angle is too small there is no gain in measurement time but the requested

number of averages increases very fast (for θ = 1◦ n > 20000) possibly creating problems

arising from averaging spectra.

Although the model is valid for every θ and δ, we can establish an additional constraint

to ease the measurements. In this example with a given RSN R = 1, in order to keep the

measurement time close to the minimum, and the number of acquired spectra as small as

possible, the flip angle should be roughly chosen in the range 10◦ < θ < 20◦. If the required

SNR is lower, the number of averages rapidly decreases and the lower constraint on θ can be

relaxed.
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C Otpimized Hartmann-Hahn polariza-
tion transfer for choline

In this appendix we will show a strategy to optimize the polarization transfer of 15N to
1H in order to obtain, for example, a constant signal originated from the choline substrate.

C.1 Optimized polarization transfer

A constant low flip angle is normally used for all the sequential excitations and detections

in hyperpolarized MR experiments aimed at determining the time evolution of the substrate

and metabolites MR signals. This scheme is very simple but has the disadvantage that the SNR

varies dramatically between the first and the last experiments since the signal decays with

time.

If all the relevant parameters of the experiment are known (e.g. T1 of the hyperpolarized

nucleus in the substrate and metabolites, polarization transfer efficiency, etc.), the Hartmann-

Hahn scheme presented can be optimized in function of the desired conditions. As an example,

we can determine the set of contact times to be used in the sequence of figure C.1 to obtain a

constant substrate signal intensity for all sequential measurement.

Figure C.1: Pulse sequence used for the optimized partial Hartmann-Hahn polarization
transfer. δ is the repetition time, N is the total number of acquisitions and τi is the optimized
contact time used in the i th acquisition.
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Appendix C. Otpimized Hartmann-Hahn polarization transfer for choline

To explain the method in the following we consider the 1H to 15N transfer (of which we

know the characteristic curves in figure 5.3). The same reasoning can be straightforwardly

applied to the 15N to 1H transfer shown in figure C.1 if the reverse transfer from 15N to 1H

characteristic curves are known.

Interpolating data in figure 5.3, we can numerically define for τ < 1.5 s and ε15N ≤ εH H
15N

a

function ρ(ε15N ) that represents the residual 1H polarization, from a unitary 1H polarization,

after we performed a partial Hartmann-Hahn transfer, to obtain a 15N enhancement of ε15N

with a contact time of τ(ε15N ).

We want to obtain for each single step i a constant signal, and thus polarization, on 15N of

ε15N ¿ εH H
15N

, starting from thermal 1H polarization. We define P
1 H
i− the proton polarization

before the i th polarization transfer and P
1 H
i+ the proton polarization after the i th polarization

transfer. δ> τ(εH H
15N

) is the constant repetition time.

We assume to have in our system, at time t = 0, a known proton polarization P
1 H
1− = P0.

We can explicitly write expression for the evolution of proton polarization during the first

acquisitions:

P
1 H
1− = P0

P
1 H
1+ = P

1 H
1− ρ

(
ε15N /P

1 H
1−

)

P
1 H
2− = P

1 H
1+ ·

1−e−
δ−τ

(
ε15N

/P
1 H
1−

)
T1


(C.1)

where P
1 H
1− represents the proton polarization before the first Hartmann-Hahn polarization

transfer, P
1 H
1+ the residual proton polarization after the transfer and P

1 H
2− the proton polar-

ization after the longitudinal relaxation during the period between the first and the second

polarization transfer.

The proton polarization before the second transfer step is lower than before the first

transfer step P
1 H
2− < P

1 H
1− . To obtain the same polarization on 15N in the second transfer step we

need to increase the contact time from τ
(
ε15N /P

1 H
1−

)
to τ

(
ε15N /P

1 H
2−

)
. This way, in the second

step the proton polarization is further decreased of a factor ρ
(
ε15N /P

1 H
2−

)
.

Summarizing these observations we can define the iterative rule for an arbitrary polar-

ization transfer i :

P
1 H

i+ = P
1 H

i− ·ρ
(
ε15 N

P
1 H
i−

)

P
1 H

i+1− = P
1 H

i+ ·
1−e−

δ−τ
(
ε15 N

/P
1 H
i−

)
T1

 (C.2)
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C.1. Optimized polarization transfer

The equations C.2 can be numerically solved once δ and ε15N are chosen, to obtain a set

of τi
(
ε15N ,δ

)
that will be used as contact times for each of the measurements respectively. The

maximum number of steps is limited by the domain of the ρ function. This because after a

certain step imax we have ε15N /P
1 H
i−max

> εH H
15N

. After this moment the residual 1H polarization is

too low to obtain the desired polarization on 15N .

The same reasoning can be applied on the other direction to transfer magnetization from
15N to 1H after measuring the efficiency of the reverse transfer. It can be applied as well to

any pair of nuclear spins for which the characteristic curves showed in figure 5.3 have been

determined.
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D Table of abbreviations

Abbreviation Explanation

DNP Dynamic Nuclear Polarization
NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging
MRS Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
ESR Electron Spin Resonance
RF Radio Frequency

FID Free Induction Decay
GRE Gradient Echo Imaging
TMS Tetramethylsilane
BPP Bloemberg-Purcell-Pound theory
EZR Electronic Zeeman Reservoir
EDR Electronic Dipolar Reservoir
NZR Nuclear Zeeman Reservoir
MW Microwaves

SEOP Spin-Exchange Optical Pumping
PHIP Para-Hydrogen Induced Polarization

PASADENA Parahydrogen And Synthesis Allow Dramatically Enhanced Nuclear Alignment
OVC Cryostat Outer Vacuum Chamber
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio

RSNR Relative Signal to Noise Ratio
NA Natural Abundance
GM Granular Materials
T1 Longitudinal relaxation time
T2 Transverse relaxation time

SLPM Standard Liters Per Minute
UI Heparine standard unit

GUI Graphical user interface
PSI Paul Scherrer Institute

SEPT Sample Environment and Polarised Targets group
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